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only .iiffig* becoming general. We ha-
complication in the- formula. The
blank space under “ remarks” will an
particular direction, etc., a teacher i
We hlive found in our own teaching
this Mnd of incalculable benefit to '
have used for years only blank p:
"TMfe Preludes are not only good from purely musical
standpoint, but afford a valuable means of .familiarizing the
Student with a proper method of performing with the requisite,
smoothness, legato progressions of chords, varied both in their
harmonic construction and position on the key-board.
“The proper use of the damper pedal is also practically exem-
plified in an unusually intelligible manner.”
Frederick Akoskr, tn Music and Drama, N» T., March S, 1883.
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(Supplement to “ Six Preludes.”)
{Dedicated to J. K. Paihb.)
:n .a-4 Itliytliin,” Op. 16. Trie
(See (Review in Key-Note, March 8th.)
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This Outline gives rales and principles for the devel-
opment of Technique. It has been commended as one
ot the best works by many eminent pianists and teachers.
This commendation has been given on account of its clear
presentation of the sources of skill, as well as its careful
classification of positions, motions, and forces.
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MS AND MOZART
MUSICIANS
A AEAPMS'Cittartette,foFpIai»-aBd string® mul
a Stcififft quiofotie for strings and clarinet,, heapsl
at -one sitting, gives an excellent opportunity for
comparisons. The old and the new need not,,
however, wage "war, for between the deep, fhought-
ful utteraneeB of Brahms and the lovely melo-
dies: and flowing measures of Mozart any com-
parison would indeed be invidious. This piano
quartette of Brahms is not of very recent date,
as a glance at the Op. 26 will tell; but it contains
some of his richest thoughts. The. .second
movement appears to be the gem of the whole,,
work, with its curious * cello” theme and passion-
ate passages Tor the other strings and florid ar-
peggios- for piano. That turgidity that unfor-
tunately charactizes some of his later works is
here conspicious by its absence. The third
movement is notable for its wonderful develop-
ment of the chief themes, while the last move-
ment is broad and fiery, and fairly carries one
away. Mr. Jarvis, Philadelphia’s principal
pianist, assisted by the equally well known
artists, Messrs. Stoll, Schmitz, and Hennig, gave
a beautiful rendition of the work, and we only
hope that the interest it aroused will induce Mr.
Jarvis to give it a second hearing. The clarinet
quintette of Mozart is too well known to write
much about. Suffice to say, it received ample
interpretation at the hands of the above men-
tioned artists, with the valuable assistance of
that veteran clarinet player Mr. Henry Sch eider.
This Examining Board of the American Col-
lege. oi Musicians is working- steadily towards
consummation the plans for the July meeting.
The list of reference books, etc,, is fxpeeted to
be ready by our next issue. In the meantime
those contemplating trying for a degree will find
the questions now current in The Etude -
apropos.
Our literary, medical, and technical, institim
tions have almost a perfectstandard to which they
uniformly submit A student in going from one;
institution to another knows precisely where he
will stand and what is expected of him, etc. In
our musical institutions all is vague and mixed
as to any uniform standard,—no general curricu-
lum of study, no fixed attainment to be reached.
One of the good results of the American College
of Musicians is to crystalize, for the benefit of
conservatories, music schools, etc., a specified
course of music studies. We are glad to an-
nounce that many of the readers of The Etude
have
.
signified their purpose to prepare for
the examinations in July. The incentive the
“ college” will engender in the ambitious student
and teacher for thorough study is alone a worthy
argument for its existence. The charlatan will
ever continue to flourish, notwithstanding an
approximate standard is established, but the
worthy teacher will have a sharp weapon with
which to combat the impostors and mounte-
banks. The simple existence of such an insti-
tution inspires dignity and ambition in the mem-
bers of the profession. What is now needed is
the earnest co-operation of the influential musi-
cian and a united and earnest purpose of the
Board of Examiners. We most heartily desire
to see the American College of Musicians an
established institution in our land. The croaker,
the “ kicker,” and the bolter are all putting in
their work of destruction, but the determination,
zeal, and purpose of the managers will rise su-
perior to the ridicule and derision of all opposi-
tion.
A Monthly Publication for Teachers and Students#, the
Piano-forte.
Subsoriftiok Rates, $1.25 psr Yxak (payable in adVSShs)*
Single Copy, twenty-five cents.
Specimen Copy sent to any address for ten cents.
Office, 1084 Walnut Street.
4B* la order to facilitate the delivery of mail, all letters should
be directed to
Philadelphia.
( Entered at Philadelphia Post-Office as Second-class matter.)
By a Blue or Bed Pencil Mark drawn
across this paragraph subscribers will under-
stand that their subscription to this publication
expires with that issue
,
and
,
unless it is promptly
renewed
i
will be discontinued.
PRIZE COMPETITION
MUSIC TEACHERS’ NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION.
The publisher of The Etude will award a
prize of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for a
Primary Text-Book for the Piano-Forte.
All competitors must send their fictitious
name and address to this office by July 1st, 1885.
No manuscript will be recognized unless this
registration has been made. A sealed envelope
should accompany the manuscript bearing the
same fictitious name and address, on the outside,
as registered, with the real name and address
of the author on the inside. Should corres-
pondence be necessary before the decision is
made, it will be conducted under the fictitious
name.
The time for closing competition apd the
names of the judges will be announced in the
July (1885) issue of The Etude. The work will
be published free of expense to the author imme-
diately after a decision shall have been reached
by til© judges. A Royalty of ten cents per copy
will be paid to the author after the first edition
has been exhausted. The competition, on ac-
count of copyright, will only be open to Ameri-
can citizens. The judges will reserve the right
to reject all manuscripts. Manuscript should be
written with foreign mode of fingering.
MUSIC TEACHERS’ BUREAU
lusic
nr*
Egpytians taught it regularly in their famous
schools. The Greek followed them and went a
step higher and made it a requirement in the
training of the youth.
Plato desired that the knowledge of music
should spread widely among the people. Among
the Romans the youths were taught to accom-
pany their own voices in singing. In the Mo-
nastic schools founded tin Europe by Charie-
magneand his successors, and in the Universities
growng out of them, music was one of the so-
called “ Seven Arts” in which instruction was
given.
On the fostering and cultivation of it depends
our future musical growth. No real progress
in art, science, sport, or anything where the
interest of the minds of the people has to be
enlisted, can be made until they become a
national institution. The pulse of the whole
nation must beat in sympathy with it.
Music in our common schools is a national
question, and can very properly be taken up by
our national musical organization. Every edu-
cator and particularly musicians would welcome
the effort. To create and awaken an interest,
to convict the judgment and stimulate to action
the School Boards and superintendents, is a task
needing philanthropic impulses, tact, influence,
and a great amount of perseverence. What can
the National do in promoting the matter? On
this we have the following suggestion to offer:
That some Horace Mann of the present day
undertake, with the assistance of a committee,
composed of educators and musicians, under
the sanction and power of the Music Teachers’
National Association and Commission of Educa-
tion at Washington, the issuing of a pamphlet to
be sent to every school director and superintend-
ent in the land. The pamphlet to contain essays
by eminent educators and musicians. The re-
port of public schools that have made music a
regular study. Statistics of music in foreign
public schools. Plans for educating teachers,
etc. The pamphlet might well b% called a plea
for vocal music in our public schools. The
authorities at Washington might be induced to
print and send out such a pamphlet at the
G overnment’s expense. The Commissioner of
Education, the Hon John Eaton, interest should
be asked and be invited to be present at the July
meeting in New York, his presence and influ-
ence would greatly assist in promoting the
movement here suggested. We would be pleased
to hear from parties on the desirability and
feasibility of the plan here set forth.
"JET
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Older and more advanced pupils can easily accustom
themselves to the foreign mode of fingering.
At present when two modes of fingering are in use it
is often the case that desirable compositions cannot be
had with American fingering, and vice versa
,
thus com-
pelling some teachers to use the kind of fingering they
do not prefer, or else refrain from teaching these compo-
sitions to their pupils.
AMERICAN VERSUS FOREIGN
FINGERIN G.
The following was sent us by Louis Meyer
with the request to insert, which we most
heartily do. We have been waiting for an
opportunity to open the discussion of this sub-
ject. This appeal of Mr. Meyer’s rather pre-
cipitates the matter. Let this be an introduc-
tion to the discussion in which we request our
readers to take part. All we would suggest is
to be concise in expressing your opinion and
grievances
:
The use of two kinds of fingering in the United States is
the occasion of considerable useless expense to publisher,
and oftentimes extreme vexation to teachers and the
public. This could easily be avoided if all teachers would
resolve to use only foreign fingering with each new pupil
By pursuing this plan only the one mode of fingering
would be used after a short time.
We specify foreign fingering for the universal one, as
it gives very superior advantages to, the pupil so taught
in their selection of the publications of the musical
world.
..
;- y
If the teachers would make a concerted movement in
this matter the publishers would speedily publish both
new and existing editions with foreign fingering, and so
at last do away with more than one kind of fingering.
W. H. Sherwood has been on an extended
concert tour West, playing in Northfield, Minn.
;
Warren, Ohio; Cincinnati; Indianapolis; Terre
Haute
;
Bloomington, 111.
;
Champagne, 111.
Burlington, Iowa; Atlantic; Indianola; Des
Moines; Mt. Vernon; Cedar Rapids; Fayette,
Iowa
;
and other places. These piano concerts
are rapidly growing in popularity, and at the
same time the seeds of true art arfi sown. It
has been suggested that Mr. Sherwood, with the
assistance of a strong corps of teachers, hold a
summer music school in one of our large cities,
at which the Technieon should be taught by
the inventor himself. We hope the idea can be
carried out. It is a timely suggestion. One or
the mistakes the managers of summer schools
have made, is that of holding their schools in
some isolated country town. Cities are no
warmer, no more expensive, besides having
many attractions outside of music. There are
the church choirs, the orchestral music of the
summer gardens, operatic performances, etc.,
together with the musical atmosphere of the
city itself. From the letters we receive from
teachers asking “ where shall I go to study
during the summer,” something of the kind is
surely demanded. On this question of summer
schools we will have something to say in a
future article.
Dr. Louis Maas has been on a concert tour
South. His playing made a deep and lasting
impression wherever he appeared. He has not
filled all engagements on this trip. Two en-
gagements in colleges in Georgia remain to be
filled on the next trip, which will be under-
taken some time in March. If other colleges
desire his services we shall he glad to book
them. (See advertisement elsewhere.)
Owing to the pressure of the Technieon and
mute piano material our regular departments
are not as large as usual. The importance of
the subject warrants us in making this sacrifice.
We have received from the secretary, A. A.
Stanley, a number of pamphlets of the pro-
ceedings of the last meeting of Music Teachers’
National Association. Send three cents in stamp
and receive one.
William Mason has expressed briefly his
views on mechanical appliances in connection
with piano playing in a letter, of which the
following is an extract. When a full exposi-
tion of the Technieon is made we will publish
the opinions of the prominent musicians on
this subject. The following extract will- prove
interesting as a conservative view from one
honored by the whole profession, whose words
are received ex cathedra among piano players
:
I see that in the current number of The Etude the
old question as to the merits of mechanical contrivances
for muscular development has been revived. This
matter comes up periodically every few years, and there
is something to he said in favor of as well as against it.
Mr. Brotherhood has in a lengthy communication given
(
me some ideas of his Technieon. I replied to him that
“ if given in very small doses” and judiciously adminis- 1
tered, I should not object to merely mechanical gym- <
nasties, but my own experience favors the maxim,
never to practice without listening, and never to play
,
pieces or even mere finger exercises without carefully
observing both heart andfeeling (or expression) as well
as head and reason, or, in other words, never to divorce
the intellectual from the emotional element. The two 1
are man and wife, belong together and should not be
put asunder. The old-fashioned doctrine, “Firsts get
the notes right and then put in the expression” should
he nearly reversed and read thus : ‘ ‘ First learn to play
with expression and then attend to the technique. This
last, however, is not quite practicable. The truth is
that both things should be simultaneously considered
and attended to from the outset and beginning, and
thus go on hand in hand in their development.
I do not wish to place myself in an absolutely antago-
nistic position to all mechanical contrivances for muscu-
lar development, but merely to say a word of warning
as regards their over use or abuse.
W. M.
We give in this issue the second and last
installment of James H. Howe’s course in
Technic. From what we have printed a good
idea of the whole work can be formed. The
forms of scales, chords, arpeggios, etc., here
given are carried through ail the major and
minor scales with every note and finger-mark
written out. Every teacher is aware of the dif-
ficulty of getting the average pupil to practice
things that are not before him in black and
white. This Technic can be used with advan-
tage in almost any grade of advancement, and
be given in connection with any set of etudes.
They are more daily exercises than etudes, that
are once studied and then laid aside for some-
thing else. Wherever they have been intro-
duced the greatest satisfaction has been the re-
sult. We give a few extracts from those who
have given them a thorough test.
From Massachusetts.—“It is a nice thing and I wish
it success. It is a step in advance of Plaidy because
more comprehensive. I shall make use of it, and sub-
stitute itfor Plaidy."
From a Seminary in New Hampshire.—“We have
adopted it in our piano-forte course.”
From Indiana.—“My pupils are anxious to get ahead
in order that they may be able to take the technic.”
From Indiana.—“I have given it a thorough over-
hauling and am convinced of its merit and power for
technical development.”
From Massachusetts.—“ It is the best work of its
kind I have ever seen.”
From Massachusetts.—“I find it to he what it pro-
fesses, a compilation of the best exercises of our best
technical composers.”
If you do not send to us directly, ask your
dealer to do so. We make a liberal deduction
to teachers, conservatories, and colleges.
TRIUMPH OF THE TECHNrCON.
SCIENCE AND ART UNITE—THE UNQUALIFIED EN-
DORSEMENT OF ALL WHO HAVE EXAMINED
IT A NEW EPOCH IN PIANO METHODS.
During the past two weeks the inventor of
the Technieon, Mr. J. Brotherhood, has visited
Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, at each of
which cities he has exhibited his very interest-
ing apparatus, as to which so much curiosity
has been excited amongst piano-forte players
throughout the United States. At Boston, Mr.
Brotherhood lectured upon the subject both in
public and by invitation at the houses of pro-
fessors to 'audiences in which Boston’s best
professional talent was represented. AfterWre
—
pounding the theories upon which the Tecnni-
con is founded the apparatus was exhibited and
explained by the inventor. The lively interest
awakened among Boston’s pianists in regard to
the Technieon is very significant of the merits
of this new invention.
Mr. Brotherhood also lectured and exhibited
the Technieon at the New England Conserva
tory by invitation of Dr. Touijee, and w<
"
_ j
A flexible wrist is one freed from any feeling of rigidity,
a relaxed state of cords and muscles to a certain extent.
A loom wrist movement causes the whole lower arm
to be in a state of activity,—a bobbing up and down of
the hand, wrist, and arm,—that is applicable to slow
tempos and long notes, such as occur in Nocturnes, Bal-
lades, and in almost all melodies, to a greater or less
extent, and which, in these cases, if the hands are
handled, gracefully, becomes the most facinating move-
ment in piano playing. The flexible wrist one should
always have' where electrical effects are not desired.
Ton cannot make a spark of fire by simply rubbing to-
gether two pieces of steel, no more can you produce
brilliancy in piano playing with a soft, caressing touch,
With a graceful, gentle, movement of the hand.
This loose wrist movement ought to be designated the
Portamento
,
as it bears the same relation 'to other and
WtOfe brilliant movements that the tone we are supposed
to produce for a portamento note does to the staccato.
The application: of the loose wrist to slow legato octaves
and all kinds of chords, except those written in a fast
tempo,, where pure wrist action becomes a necessity, as
,
in the finale of Beethoven’s Sonata, Op. 2, No. 3, will
be found to enhance the quality of tone produced. It
is dangerous, however, for one to attempt the performance
of chords with a loose wrist, unless the fingers be well
under control, as it is difficult to keep the tone equalized
throughout all the fingers. This man Deppd wishes to
produce brilliancy as well as fullnes of tone with the loose
wrist, and this is wherein he errs. We cannot produce
such opposite effects by the same means. He has one
side of the question only.
To bring up Sherwood as an exponent of this theory
is too ridiculous for anything ! We had the pleasure of
listening to him recently at an informal gathering in his
rooms, and took particular notice of the stiff wrist
movements he made. All brilliant passages in octaves
and chords, especially the latter, he plays with a per-
fectly rigid wrist, but as soon as passages requiring a
singing quality of tone appear they are produced with a
finger pressure and a loose wrist. No man lives who can
play a brilliant passage of octaves forte without a tight-
ening of the cords in the wrist.
The exertion necessary for a quick repetition of the
rising and falling of the hand causes this, and it cannot
be helped. We say a man plays from the wrist when he
but partially does so under these circumstances.
The author of “Music Study Abroad” (which, by the
way, is an immensely interesting book, except that part
referring to Deppe) raves over this Deppe, but will the
reader kindly follow her as she goes from one teacher to
another and notice how a steady crescendo of praise is
lavished upon dhoti in his tarn ! Now if she had gone
to Rubinstein, who probably never heard of Deppe, anf
obscure violin player, what would she not have said in
his praises! This enthusiast says to her papils, “Let
your wrists hang loose and limp like a dish-rag.”
What would Rubinstein or Biilow say to this, think
you ? Dish-rag f This is simply an exaggerated porta-
mento touch, if taught as we suggested above. We
fully believe a pianist could practice all day without
disturbing a sick neighbor with this method. They say
a cold, wet cloth on the neck gives rest and sleep.
Rubinstein ought to be reminded of this when he has a
second piano placed on the stage to take the place of the
first in case of accident. Rubinstein, however, has
never studied the Deppd.
Boston, Jan. 25, 1885.
The success and interest which the invention 1
is making far exceeds our expectations. We :
have never for a moment doubted the validity
of Mr. Broth erhood’s invention, and an exami-
nation of the apparatus has only confirmed
our previous opinion.
What is now necessary and important, to en-
grafting the Technicon to our piano method, is-
for teachers in general to procure and adopt tire
instrument. Without this, the Technicon will
drop out' of .sight and he forgotten, not unlike
many worthy art works that are now moulder-
ing away on the shelves of our music, publish-
ers. While the interest of the public mind is
awakened, is the proper time to make a new
departure in piano teaching:. We hope that tire
trumpet blast that is sounded forth upon the
piano world will blow down the walls that pro-
tect the; old, cumbersome, and defective school
of piano playing, and, with the power of an
Ampbion, raise up the walls of a new, perfect,
and enlarged school and method of piano-forte
teaching and playing. We believe the time is
ripe to throw off many of the old ways of ob-
taining technic. It is only by individual inves-
tigation that this invention and all other me*
chanical appliances can become established.
We will have the Technicon at our office on
exhibition for the inspection an investigation
of any one. By the time this issue reaches our
readers the instrument will be ready for the
general market. The main office will be in
New York, in the mean time Mr. Brotherhood
prefers that we attend to all business that might
accrue from The Etude. It is our intention to
keep a supply of the Technicon on hand for
the benefit of our- readers who may wish to
purchase. The price of the instrument is
thirty-five dollars. A descriptive catalogue will
soon be issued. A pamphlet which contains
full direction howr to use the apparatus, etc., is
shipped with every instrument. Let those who
who are interested write fqr full particulars to
this office.
DEPPEE’S PIANO METHOD
ARRAIGN ED.
THE DEFPEE; OR, DISH-RAG THEORY OF PLAYING
THE PIANO.
\3C
THE OHIO MUSIC TEACHERS’
MEETING.
Clkvkland, Ohio, January 25, 1885.
Dear Etude,—The annual meeting of the Mate
Music Teachers’ Association, which was recently held at
Columbus, was a very profitable one in many ways. The
mixing together of teachers in the various departments
of music seems to be productive of good. The instru-
mental teacher in listening to the essays in voice culture
and singing and participating in their discussions gains
much to help him in liis work. And so of the voice
teacher. Again, the theorist and the rudimentalists, who
study teaching as an art, and make inductions from
thousands in classes, come with lessons from their ex-
periments and necessities that causes the private teacher
(who deals with those alone who come to him to learn)
to wonder if “there are any set rules and principles in
teaching,” or whether “good instruction is not yet in its
infancy ” and “ if it is not the duty of all to study to
find something still better?” All of which queries the
readers of your excellent journal will conclude are the
legitimate outcome of these gatherings of the faithful ,
and which augurs that properly-managed meet nigs of
that kind must lead to a higher and better condition of
^ Among the excellent essays were “Piano Music and
Piano Playing,” by Edward Mattoon, of Columbus.
“Harmony,” by J. S. Van Cleve. of Cincinnati, and
“Stray Shots.” by James R. Mm ray, of the Visitor.
Two excellent concerts were given in the hall a* the
Blind Asvlum by members of the Association. Mr.
Stewart, of Cleveland, was elected president ; Mr. Dana,
of Warren, vice-president; Mr. Scarritt, of Columbus,
secretary; and an energetic executive committee that
promises to make a still better programme tor the next
meeting.
—
Occasionally.
Mr Moody and the Organ.—The Detroit Times
has the following interesting item of date, Nov. 25, 1884 :
“ Not a little of the success, in a musical sense, of Mr.
Moody’s monster meetings the past week, is due to the
use of the magnificent Clough &V arren Orchestral organ.
This “Orchestral,” by reason of its loud and effective
voicing and ready response to every demand made upon
its resources, renders it peculiarly well adapted for sup-
porting a large bodv of choral voices. This has been
particularly noticeable at the Moody meetings, brought
to close on Sunday last with a success, as remarkable for
the fullness and excellency of the music rendered, as the
soul-stirring nature of the addresses delivered by Mr.
Moody and his enthuastic coadjutors. From Mr. Moody
downwards all have had a cheering word for the valiant
services rendered bv tlie Clough & VV arren Orchestral
at, probably, the largest evangelistic gatherings ever held
in the city of Detroit.”
THE TECHNICON.
T IEEE ~E
'
Stratokd, Ontario, C^ada,
December 22, 1884.
Mr. Theodore Presser, Pfdigdelphia, Pa.
:
Dear Sir,—In answer to your inquiry as to the his-
tory or raison d'etre of my invention, the Technicon, I
beg to give you herewith some of the salient points in
connection with my investigations, from the incipient
stages of my studies of the subject up to the perfected
Technicon.
I commenced upon the matter in the year 1875, being
deeply impressed with the technical difficulties which
modem pianism offered to its votaries.
|
In fact, the pianist labored under disadvantages of a
technical character, which none of the other arts inflicted
upon their students, in that there was interposed between
the somces of inspirational emotion and the execution
of such inspirational emotion a physical medium requir-
ing a great amount of training before the piano student
could arrive at the threshold of the art to which liis
aspirations were leading him.
It commended itself most forcibly to my mind that
here was a subject which appealed to the scientist rather
than the artist for investigation, and, belonging as I do to
one of the scientific professions, I determined to probe
- the problem to solution scientifically, at the same time
bringing my artistic knowledge (having been an earnest
amateur in musical art from youth up) to bear, as regards
the requirements which constitute perfect technical ski|j,
for the production of the pure, the true, and correct in s,
the art of piano-forte playing. ' ri
I had used modern appliances, such as hand rests, c
dumb key-boards of different degrees of pressure, etc., n
but felt that none of these appliances could give that q
control by the brain over the whole of the physical me-
dium, which was requisite for the production of the ses- 1:
tlietic faculties or powers of musical art latent in the t
mind. ^
In physiological science, if discoveries in its realms a
should ever be made so that the dumb c uld be given the c
powers of speech, it would probably be accomplished by t
treatment of the physical details involved, for we know
that no amount of talking: to a dumb person will give the j
powers of articulation, though the brain may contain all i
the elements of thought necessary to supply the channel c
of speech were this channel not barred by some physical i
obstruction. And so with the student of the piano-forte, t
his brain may grasp the avsthetic&l qualities of musical ]
art in all its purity and refinement; but, alas! are the ’
obstructions all removed that prevent their passage into i
the region of sound through the physical medium to the <
piano-forte 2 j
]
My education in the fine arts generally taught me one
j
of the first art ax bans, viz., “the value of a work of art
is governed by the mental power displayed in its execu-
tion.” Here then was the great end to which my inves-
tigations must lead. The brain must, be their Alpha
and Omega. The hand must, be subjugated to the
brain-power. Mental action must be given its corres-
pondence in muscular movement. Here then was some-
thing wanting in the chapters of ' be pianist's elementary
training, soinet iuug towards enabling him lo make use of
the piano-forte more for the proiiu t on of art. itself, and
less for the production of technical acquirement.
It became evident to me that the fiist principles of
training the muscular and nervous anatomy between the
brain and the hand required specific attention. Its de-
tails should receive direct treatment so as to insure
vitality and quick response from usually weak parts, and
to secure perfect control over usually strong and obtru-
sive parts. This led me to a study of the anatomy of
the human frame as being the only means of going to
the physiological foundation of this important matter.
I found the subject, of great interest, and the more I
studied it the more I became convinced that there was a
great problem to be solved in the interest of the art of
piano-forte, playing—a problem which belonged more -to
the realm of science than of art.
Treating the hand theoretically as a piece of mechan-
ism, I was not surprised to find that experiments upon
its muscular system proved that theories correctly founded
upon its mechanical working were capable of practical
demonstration.
For instance, it is necessary that the flexor or striking
muscles of the fingers he developed into strength; but if
these muscles are made strong for forte passages, how is
their strength to be subdued for piano passages,—by reli-
ance upon their own inherent -relaxation? I say, most
emphatically, no ; for this would be but the production of
I tone by insipid weakness. Their strength must be sub-
dued by the controlling influence of their counter-muscles-
whicli muscles must be developed into strength by artifi-
cial means so as to render them capable of holding under
control the striking muscles ; by such means a touch that
is pregnant with life can be produced, as it will be gov-
erned direct by mental influence, as hereafter shown.
The strengthening of my digital extensor muscles (or
counter-muscles to the striking muscles) by careful
gradation proved this theory to be correct.
Then came the study of how was muscular action to
be brought fully under mental control, so that the control
; of one system of muscles over another system of muscles
s' should in their turn be brought under the influences of
the brain-power, making it possible to graduate ther con-
, traction or relaxation of well-developed active muscles
r in accordance with mental emotion.
) Here the nervous system, inteiposed between the brain
» and the muscular system, became involved, and the
i modus operandi by which this connecting link is
t strengthened by the “ Technicon” I have given you in
S the article already sent you.
You will note that one of the principal features of the
ystem I advocate is the treatment of each muscle sepa-
ately, so tli at all muscles involved in piano-forte playing
an be exercised in accordance with their special require-
ments so as to enrich and equalize the tone-producing
qualities of the fingers.
Throughout the long period over which my labors
have extended it has been my endeavor to consummate
hat which shall be towards the production of the
highest artistic results in the art of piano-forte playing,
nd to reduce the monotony, drudgery, and the nervous
debilitation attendant upon the* pianists’ rechaical chap-
ers of education.
I ask for the unprejudiced Investigation by the musical -
profession of my theories and their mechanical and
practical embodiment as represented by the “ Techni-
on,” and if the outcome of my earnest endeavors to aid-
art are found to have no value towards the produc-
ion of the pure and true in musical art, then my
labors have been in vain, and as an art, lover I should
wish that they be excluded from art teaching; but I
venture to believe, that, when thoroughly understood, the
i value of the “ Technicon” will be readily admitted and
I
its merits appreciated.
! Yours truly,
J. BROTHERHOOD.
MECHANICAL APPLIANCES AS
PROMOTERS OF PIANO-
FORTE TECHNIQUE.
BY CARLYLE PETERSILEA.
At the flattering request of The Etude, it affords me
pleasure to discuss this interesting and important sub-
ject.
. .
It is entirely unnecessary in my humble opinion to
descant on the necessity of developing and increasing the
flexibility, celerity, delicacy, and muscular power of the
fingers, hands, wrists, and arms of the student of the
piano-forte, as some diffuse and prolix writers of the day
are doing. For that is all granted. No body disputes
it. But how shall it be done most perfectly and in the
shortest time is the question.
A mechanical device to assist in this “consummation
devoutly to he wished” is no new thing. Pianists have
to this end turned inventors, and we have had since the
beginning of this century the Chiropias
f
,
the Dactylion,
the Digitorium, dumb pianos, and many other appli-
ances too numerous to mention. One of the most meri-
torious inventions now before the public is the Technicon,
invented by Mr.-iRrotherhood, of Canada. It is described
by the Transcript, of Boston, “as nothing more nor less,
than a complete finger and wrist gymnasium for the use
of piano-forte students.”
Its inventor claims much more for it than that how-
ever. He holds that it individualizes the muscles by
exercising one or one set of muscles, and fixing the mind
on that one, and thus subjecting i|J» the control of ther
mind. By the use of the Technicon he says the weak-
est part of the hand can he strengthened and all the
fingers and other parts of the hand equalized. The
Technicon has no key-board, and has no resemblance to
a piano whatever, and is not intended to teach the
fingers to perform certain difficult movements or a com-
bination of movements on the key-board of a piano, but
to give the pupil the means of exercising each arid every
muscle of the arm, wrist, and hand, either separately or
in conjunction—principally separately and teach them
to obey the player’s will.
This it is proposed to do by the various contrivances
of the Technicon, principally ingeniously arranged re-
sistance to the various movements of fingers, wrists, etc.
I mention the Technicon particularly, because it is the
superior and the epitome of all the contrivances hereto-
fore invented for the improvement of technical po>Hexcept the dumb piano. Many persons whose oninion
is entitled to weight have opposed all mechani
ances for the perfection of technical pow
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They claim that time is wasted in fxercising one
muscle or one set of muscles on a piece of dural) mechan -
ism when one might be exercising these same sets of
muscles on a bonafide piano with both hands instead of
with one, and be learning music at the same time. They
claim also that, too much and too exclusive attention to
purely mechanical movements is apt to make piano
playing mechanical. That may be so, but in admitting
that I do not by any means admit that it is necessarily
so. Under proper guidance exercises that increase and
strengthen the flexibility, the celerity, the independence,
the delicacy of touch, and t lie subjection to the mind of
the powers that produce all these should not necessarily :
deprive the soul of its power to feel and to express its
feelings
;
on the contrary, having acquired the perfection
of technique the pianist, has simply indefinitely multi-
plied his means of expressing his soulful ideas.
Because a pianist has acquired great muscular power
it does not follow that he must always and everywhere
use it. This is aptly illustrated in Mr. Brotherhood's
words: “The ponderous steam hammer is capable of
striking a blow of many tons, and yet it is so completely
under the control of the human brain that its ponder-
ous mass can be made to descend with such subdued
force that it will crack the top of an egg as delicately as
if it were done with the gentle touch of a spoon.”
But there is no royal road to piano playing. These
appliances will not take the place of practice on the
piano key-board entirely. Great piano players have
been without them, and they have acquired their great
technique by hard and persistent practicing on the
real piano. These appliances are to lessen the amount
of that practice and to do in a short time, and better,
what takes so long and so much work to~do-in the old
way. They are to save the wear and tear on the ner-
vous system of the learner and his neighbors, who are
not less tried by the continuous rattle of the piano-forte
than the performer.
But the subject cannot be considered entirely apart
from, the study of music. No one desires to learn even
the perfection of finger, wrist, and arm movement, and
remain in ignorance of the art of piano-forte playing.
It was with this idea uppermost in my mind that the
mute piano was invented. After studying all the
mechanical contrivances of the past and present it
seemed to me that some instrument was needed that
should combine the means of ‘exercising and strengthen-
ing all the muscles of the arm, wrist, hand, and fingers
that the most exacting piano-forte playing could call
into use, with the means of studying and practicing
actual piano-forte playing.
It is self-evident that piano-forte playing does bring
into use all the muscles necessary to piano-forte tech-
nique. Then the question may arise, is' it not at the
expense of those muscles, if time and labor be bestowed
on muscles not necessary to piano-forte playing. Does
not the hand of the gymnast become very strong, but
stiff and clumsy? And does not the hand, wrist, and
arm, specially developed for piano playing by the identi-
cal movements proper to the key-board, better fit it for
its work than any other exercise ? To afford this prac-
tice and to secure this result., the mute piano has a full
^l)(1 gra(Ies on tames, uoartis, winaow-sins, in raci on
seven and one-third octave key-board. The keys are so
aImost anything, only not on the piano. Common
weighted and furnished with springs and so arranged as
sense teaches that we cannot expect satisfactory results
to offer a greater or less resistance (as desired) to the from such methods. The key-board of the piano is a
touch, and thus strengthen the arms, wrists, hands, and surface which yields to the touch and gives way to the
fingers as much in one hour as the ordinary piano would pressure of the fingers, where a board or anything of the
in three hours. One can concentrate the whole mind od kind <}oes not yield in any way, thus almost forcing the
any one muscle or set of muscles by properly selected person practicing to move the knuckles to a position
studies, and subject their movements to the mind
;
the which is absolutely wrong.
advantage being that in a study the mind has something We have on each hand three naturally strong fingers
definite before it to accomplish, and at once, through (i, 2
, 3) and two naturally weak fingers (4, 5). Putting
the nerve-power, directs the muscle, which tries again aside all consideration of the position and movement of
and again to accomplish it until successful. By judi- the arm and wrist, bow can we expect to have scholars
cions studies any one defective finger is exercised until acquire equality of touch when they practice on anything
all become strong, equalized, independent, and com- which does not produce a tone? (Here we refer not
pletely subject to the operation of the mind, with this alone to tables, etc., but also to the ^.called “dumb
inestimable advantage that the pupil may save time ten- piano-fortes” or any such devices.) The hand must be
fold when desirable by exercising all tenfingers at once, developed so that all the fingers produce an even, round
and while he is thus increasing his muscular power, etc., one, no finger striking with greater or less force than
For 011 the mute piano the most exacting piano com.posi-
j
lions can be performed, and without a sound. Thus
the pupil or the artist can go with an unwearied ear to
the enjoyment of the piano-forte, conscious of having
met at the mute piano all the difficulties to be found on
the real piano, and all file resistance and exfcrcito to be
had in any mechanical contrivance for the perfection of
:
piano-forte technique, besides having saved an amount!
of wear and fear on » fine piano-forte difficult to esti-
mate. Nearly all the great pianists have had some .
dumb contrivance to prascfi.ee- upon in order that they'
might be relieved of the: sound of tire piano and be
enabled to think nifoBCj, and bear it down in the deptlte
of the sou! rather than hear it ftentiniially by the mala-
rial. ear; J believe, the timeyriU come when the piaaq-
forfe will be used only to study expression, and not. as
now to be ni;.tltreated until musical sensibility feAeafi-
ened and the -ear “ sits,Is oirfw death” of the sounds
The advantages of tile mate piano may be sgffttefl
briefly, thus 1
1. It insures that .aecnracy of touch that no ittesely
mechanical device can.
%. It strengthens the muscles necessary for piano
playing at least four times as ranch in. the .same length
of time as practice on the ordinary piano does.
3. The action can be graduated to the strength of the
performer, and thereby promotes delicacy of touch.
4i Unlike merely mechanical appliances it develop®
only the muscles actually needed in piano playing. '
5. It is equally as effective in developing a single
muscle or set of muscles, or strengthening a weak finger
as any merely mechanical instrument.
6. It saves an immense amount of time in affording
exercise for all the technical powers at once.
7. All technical work can be done on it better than on
the piano-forte.
8. Being mute it prevents the strain on the nervous
system that the continuous sound of monotonous tech-
nical work on the piano-forte occasions.
9. It prevents the performer who is memorizing a piece
from becoming wearied of the sound of it before he
firmly or in©re softly with one finger than with another?
By the tone t>hey produce ? Can scholars be expected to
produce, a good tone on a piano after they have for
months been compelled to practice on a board? Surely
not. We might with the same propriety expect a vio-
linist to practice shifts and positions on a broomstick,
and then play bis violin in tune.. .
.Although the “ dumb piano-fort#” are infinitely supe-
rior.to 3 mere board or table, as they have at least a key-
board which yields to the touch, they are indeed a poor
excuse for a piano where such an instrument is available,
and i:t would be very unwise for any teacher to recom-
thisr TBS6 to scholars who have not at least mas-
tered music; to SirClj au extent that they are able to form
1 correct idea-of a com position by merely looking it over
Without ties* SlM of an instrument. Nobody can think
Unfit before they know what music is, and it will take
Sbtti.e tin® before .a scholar becomes so familiar with
tou-sie: that the .were looking through a composition will
be .sufficient to let him have as good an Idea of it as
it can give. Whet) this point is reached we may
derive some benefit, from the use of the “ dumb piano-
forte,” but. eite.ii then there is no plausible reason why
we should not 'derive at least just as nyaeli benefit from
the use .of a real piano.
It is wrong to suppose that in order to acquire a firm,
vigorous touch ft is only necessary to have a piano wife
a stiff action, as experience teaches lhat in most cases
such pianos give scholars a stiff, clumsy touch when put
to a piano with a normal action, whereas too light
actions are very apt to produce a weak, flimsy touch.
We are almost surprised to hear that a man like Mr.
Petersilea is the inventor of a “mute piano. forte,” and
hope that he has not intended it to be used by any others
but- pei sons who may want to practice some without
being obliged to hear the tone of the piano, after per-
haps having listened to piano playing (and mostly poor
playing) for a whole day, but if this invention was in-
tended for the piano student we sincerely, wish it bad
never been made. Right tore we will say that we would
be pleased to hear what Carlyle Petersilea himself-ifas to
say on the subject.®
The idea of a virtuoso practicing while traveling is
very good, but in almost every case impracticable, as in
order to be able to give proper attention to what he is
doing, or rather to what lie would like to do, it is neces-
sary to be in a place where he is not disturbed by. the
noise of a rumbling train or annoyed by staring fellow-
travelers. Just imagine a person with one of Mr. Peter-
si lea’s mute piano-fortes on the lap practicing a nocturne
of Chopin with rumbling-railroad-train-andrcliattering-
fellow-travelers’ accompaniment iijggpTiat a source of
benefit and enjoyment that must be to the player and
amus-ment to those looking on.
We will close by calling attention to Seluimanti’s
words : “ You cannot learn to speak from the dumb,”
mend
SOMETHING ABOUT PIANO
FORTE TECHNIQUES.
THE SHORT-COMINGS OF
PUPILS.
WRITTEN FOR THE ETUDE.
_ _ -
We might perhaps, and very properly, have substituted
as our subject for this talk, The Short Comings of
Teachers instead of turning the attention of the reader
entirely toward the poor much-imposed-upon pupil : but
the teacher will be reserved, perhaps, as a subject for soim
future writing. Pupils, as we all know, differ materially
.
We will compare them to vases of pottery ; some are of
a very delicate ware to mould into any required shape,
;
. i a-*
_
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some ai
rso
endures all manners of knocks and falls ; but it seems
that do what the artisan will, lie cannot fashion them
into anything
;
they have been in the same oven with the
others, and have been watched and tended even as care-
fully
;
bat they will not retain their shape as they leave
his hands, they are all out of proportion, they abound in
defects and flaws, their surface is so rough that no amount
of work from the decorator’s finish will succeed in restor-
ing them to the smoothness and symmetry of the other
ware.
Imagine this comparison, reader, and you have before
you the representative classes of pupils wish which
teachers have to deal, not one day in seven, but all
through their career as instructors. The beautiful vases
of Severs, -Limoges, and Dresden manufacture have re-
quired certainly no incompetent hand or imperfect art
to produce them, they have necessarily undergone many
slow and tedious processes before appearing to the eye as
we behold them, so is it with-art, and especially so with
music
;
it is a gradual growth
,
and it is not attainable in
a short time, we must begin with the mud and water
or clay period and go pat iently through the many mould-
ing processes, the several baking and burnishing kilns,
ere we attain to that degree of perfection toward which
every ardent student should strive.
Compare the difference in pupils to the difference in
hands
;
there are no two hands exactly alike in all God’s
creation
;
the fingering marked by one hand will not
adapt itself to all cases, it must sometimes be changed
to suit the individual
;
the formation of the hand in one
instance is such that it is enabled to grasp easily the
most extended chords, and it wanders peacefully, as a
Venetian gondola, through the most intricate expan-
sions, taking runs in double thirds or sixths or in octaves
with a degree of rapidity and smoothness, which- reminds
one of rockets or meteors in their brilliant flight. This
is the piano hand ; it is at home in all kinds of piano
technique, it can accomplish the most difficult tasks with
apparent ease
;
but that which can be done with or by
this hand can never be accomplished in the same way by
other hands : they may study untiringly the same finger-
ing until .Doomsday, it will avail them nothing, but let
us change the fingering to suit these other hands (not
always possible perhaps), and they are enabled to approx-
imate somewhat the effect produced by the piano hand,
although with the aid of different means employed.
Without enumerating the many short-comings ofpupils
it will be perhaps sufficient to apply these two illustra-
tions where they belong, remembering that different
pupils need different treatment
;
that which accomplishes
everything for one, may be only a detriment to another
;
reproof in one case is approval in another
;
discourage-
ment for one pupil becomes encouragement for another.
The teacher can advise, correct in a measure, and
guide
;
but the pupil if he would see his short-coming
and have them corrected, must be observing, hard
working, and patient, keeping always before him some
'high ideal
;
then if at last he shall have failed in atttain-
ing the grand heights to which he had presumed, he will
have accomplished, at all events, much
;
he will have
arisen above the slough of mediocrity, and if he cannot
reach up to the silver lined clouds which float above him,
he can stand on some fair height and there breathe of the
inspiring atmosphere in which they dwell.
JOHN W. METCALFE.
THE MORAL STANDING; OF THE
MUSICAL PROFESSION.
FOB THE ETUDE, BY F. O. JONES.
Thoughts for this article have often presented them-
selves to my mind during the past year, bat it is more,
immediately called forth by reading the dispatch con-
cerning Adelina Patti’s divorce affair, which appeared
ih the daily press about three months ago. After years
of separation from her husband, the Marquis de Caux,
whom she married in 1868
,
during which time she has,
THE ETUDE.
to say the Mifet, pursued a very reprehensible . mode of
living. It seems that she applied for a divorce in the
Paris courts
;
the Marquis, in self-defense, commenced
a counter action. The court refused to consider Mine.
Patti’s petition, but granted him an absolute divorce.
Through this decision he also becomes entitled to all her
property in Paris, amounting to some $40,000. For once
at least the Parisian court has not proved insensible to
the sanctity of marital relations.
The ravings about Patti’s voice ant! beauty, which
have found their way into nearly all of our city papers,
have always seemed to me not only devoid of all sense,
but difficult to account for. Were she an ordinary so-
ciety woman, she would long ago have been ostracised
in most communities, but by virtue of her talents she
passes uncondemned. I confess that the greatest talents
lose their charm for me when not wedded to uprightness
of character. The old aphorism that “only the good
are truly great’ ’ is as true now as ever, and exactly ap-
plies in the present case.
It has been my lot, as biographer of nearly two thou-
sand musicians, to become better acquainted with their
lives than is done by the casual reader, or even by the
ordinary student. A mere reading of the text, no matter
how carefully done, will not suffice, even in the best of
biographies. The biograper must “read between the
lines,” if he would gain the necessary thorough knowl-
edge of the character, talents, and works of his subject.
In my extended study I have been forcibly impressed
by several things. One of these is the number of musi-
cians, both foreign and American, who were either in-
tended for the ministry, studied therefor, or even entered
upon the office. In this fact, however, I find no argu-
ment against their moral character
;
and in a large ma-
jority of the cases the ministry has been the desire of the
parents, who have not had a proper conception of the
matter, rather than the choice of the subject. I am not
prepared to assert that music has proved more seductive
than literature, though perhaps of those who have risen
to eminence in both professions music contains the larger
number.
An evil which lj^s quenched the flame of many a
musical genius ere it reached maturity is intemperance.
Almost a score of instances come to my mind as I stop
my pen to think a moment. A stirring temperance ap-
peal might be -constructed from the incidents and lessons
furnished by the lives of these unfortunate persons, but
the task were an unpleasant one. A moderate indulgence
in drink is, I am sorry to say, deemed indispensible by
many singers and even instrumentalists. And yet, the
number of those who have died confirmed inebriates is
comparatively small. Intemperance is less prevalent
in the musical profession, taken as an entirety, than in
many other professions, though it is, sufficiently, so for
painful contemplation. It carries with itself there, how-
ever, as everywhere else, its attendant evils.
It may seem strange to some persons that the votaries
of an art, which ought everywhere to inspire and
strengthen the highest and holiest aspirations, should be
subject to such vices, but the explanation is simple.
The fault lies in the forced and unnatural life led by
public performers and the consequent severe, though
perhaps unequal, strain, both mentally and morally.
Musicians are, almost without an exception, generous
even to a fault. No needy member of the profession or
|
worthy charitable object has often appealed to them in
!
vain. With characteristic free-heartedness they are
ready to help the struggling aspirant. More than one
great artist owes his or her fame to the timely aid afforded
by some discerning friend in position to render it.
Many times they are too generous for their own good in
j
financial matters. Money is often easily earned, but
j
much more easily spent. As a role, musicians are very
j
poor financiers. Hundreds have died in poverty, even
after earning an amount which, properly taken care of,
uld have made them independently rich
;
and too
often is it the case that they are allowed to sink into ob-
scurity—-sometimes so dense that the biographer’s pen
utterly fails to penetrate it.
Probably the many newspaper stories of the favors
showered upon some pleading street beggar by some of
the great singers are largely apocryphal. And yet,
whetlur authentic or not, they are illustrative of a
phase of character not altogether pleasing to the con-
servative class of persons, jiaclflavish displays of feel-
ing often index a nature unevenly balanced. - At one
moment it almost smothers the object of its affection,
and in the next moment the affection is, perhaps, re-
placed by a corresponding degree of envy or hatred,
—
all, it may be, through some very trivial cause. The
need of the musical, as of every other calling, is moni-
tors in the shape of persons of strong, noble, elevated -
characters.
Thus far I have not touched upon the largest class in
the musical profession
;
I mean the scores of thousands
of music-teachers whose reputations are only local. An
extended acquaintance with them is impossible
;
but
among them I have many friends and acquaintances who
would be a credit to society anywhere, and who are con-
scientiously and patiently working for the advancement
of their chosen art. Though my circle of acquaintances
(beyond which, of course, I cannot anthoritively speak)
is comparatively small, it may be a fair representation
of the whole class in America. It is, I think, the con-
scientious teacher and the diligent composer who are the
leading-exponents of music, and whose lives mark the
true course of the art, and furnish examples for our in-
spirations.
Perhaps some ofmy musical friends may think that this
article contains strictures that are severe, but I have not
intentionally overstepped the boundary beyond which
my extensive study and observation forbid my treading.
There are departments in the musical profession which
every candid and conversant person will agree with me
in saying might be improved. I have not, however,
written this article as being in any measure a justification
of other professions, for my experience warrants me in
saying that the musical profession will compare very
favorable with them, and that not alone morally.
In several articles of The Etude I took occasion to
impress on pupils the importance of learning to play
without looking at the key-board. I also mentioned that
the blind can play iA~vrell as the seeing. Although lam
convinced that under the guidance of a strict teacher the
very beginner can learn to play “ipthout looking,” I
nevertheless allow spine of my pupils at times to look at
the keys when jflaying for the first and second times
through, but this permission I grant only to those whose
musical ear, if they possess any, is yet in an undeveloped
condition. “But how,” pupils ask me frequently, “is
it possible to play an accompaniment in the left hand
where I have constantly to jump up and down ?” To
these I give the following advice, which, when followed,
produced always the desired result.
Take care not to change the angle formed by the hand
and arm by turning the hand from the wrist to either
side. As soon as the lowest key has been struck remove
the hand with a rapid motion to the place where yon
guess that the high note is situated ; stretch out the long
!
fingers so that yon can touch or feel the black keys. By
this you will ascertain at once the true position of the
(un)looked-for key
;
then, and not before, the proper time
has come,—strike it, and move as rapidly again to the left
to find the low key in the same manner. It is very imma-
terial what the right hand has to play at the same time,
provided the downward and upward motion of the left
hand is so rapid as to be over the place of the next key
not in time but before time. That graceful lifting np of
the hand, gracefully without at the same time moving to
the next place is only a waste of time, followed by a very
donbtfol result. “ Time is money. ” Fly over the keys
like a dock fleeing from the hunter, not like a lark
rising into the sky to warble.
E. Y. H.
ON JUMPING.
FOR THE ETUDE.
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GEO. F. BRISTOW UPON THE
STUDY OF HARMONY.
I HAVE noticed for some time past, a growing desire
on the part, of our musical students (es|H‘cially the females)
to study the Theory of Mime, thereby knowing what
they are playing or singing
;
in short, they wish to be-
come musicians. Now, it is a great comfort to a music
teacher to line! a pupil who is desirous of knowing w/ml
lie is playing or singing, because, as he progresses, it
saves much hard work in the way of explaining and, to a
certain extent, destroys the anxiety which every conscien-
tious teacher leels for the advancement of the scholar.
To the student I would say a few words. In the begin-
ning, probably, there is nothing so dry as the study of
harmony. But do not be discouraged, because, as you
progress, you will find it become very fascinating, and.,
at the same time be of the greatest possible benefit to yon.
Don’t be in a hurry to compose an opera or a symphony,
for sometimes in being too ambitions you will forget the
“ weightier matters of the law,” and do some very ridi-
culous things.
Your teacher (if lie is a good, one) will carry yon on as
fast as your understanding will allow. Let him hejhe
judge, for the simple reason that you may think you
understand all the different chords, etc. Perhaps
you do in one key, and know nothing whatever about
them in another. This question of understanding is one
of the most difficult to overcome, tor many reasons. For
instance, any one who studies harmony must write ex-
ercises
;
that is, from a given sound he must create others.
One cannot see or feel anything, but only hear, so it is
more perplexing on that account.
If now and then you should happen to make a con-
secutive fifth or eighth, do not be crashed, but remem-
ber all composers, both great and small, have made them,
and you will be no exception to the rule. It is easy to
correct them, which your good teacher will do by using
a little rubber, and then telling you to try again. An-
other obstacle presents itself, which is the enharmonic
change. Many people cannot understaMwhy C E flat
and (i sharp will not be the chord of A flat) There can
be sharps in a flat key, and vice versa. This question of
quarter-tones is a very difficult one to measure, as well
as to understand. Another drawback is, the Americans
want to do everything in a hurry. Now, one cannot be-
come a good composer in a hurry. It requires much
time and patience, particularly' the latter. The follow-
ing anecdote will serve as an illustration : I once had a
pupil who was enthusiastic in the extreme. She took a
few lessons in harmony, and one day, to my horror and
astonishment, she brought a song she had cornjwsed (she
could not have taken more than ten lessons). I looked
at the so-called song, and then at her, completely dumb-
founded. Now, to the casual observer, there is but little
difference between confidence and impudence. That si e
was not impudent I was certain, but was confident that
she was a composer. She said she belonged to a musical
society, and was requested to write something for it. In
vain did I try to convince her she was not far enough
advanced, tor such a hodgepodge in the way of a com-
position was never seen. No rytlim, no accent ; in fact,
no nothing—how could there be? In answer to my ob-
jections she replied, she had read somewhere that 11first
thoughts were always best.'" I replied “True, but you
must learn how to put those thoughts on paper.” This
part of it, poor girl ! she did not understand. If you
have a talent for composing, your teacher will soon find
it out. Commence with writing a choral, and if it is
good, ask the organist of your church to have it sung.
If he- is of a liberal turn of mind he will do it. If your
choral should be as good or better than he could compose
himself your chances for performance are small, because
organists, like conductors, do not like to have any one
in a church or orchestra whom they are compelled to ac-
knowledge knows as much or more than they do. They
are not to be blamed, for many of our organists and con-
ductors are in reality no musicians, and what must be
their state of mind to have in a church or band one or
more who may be excellent musicians and composers,
criticising every motion they make, they themselves
knowing little or nothing about the theoretical construc-
tion of that which they are conducting. Verily they are
not to be blamed. ‘ A word in the way of encouragement.
Enconragemen
t properly administered is most beneficial,
particularly to a student of limited capacity. If he is
in earnest it will make him try harder to do something,
and a better result wifi, be obtained; but every good
teacher fully understands th is. The discouragements are
many : for instance, it may chance that you have com-
posed something worthy of a public performance. It is
accepted and performed A few personal friends will
give yon their approbation, whether they know anything
about it or not. But the public will sneer at yon, and
though forced to admit there is merit in your composi-
tion, will say, “ it is American In proof of this any
one can see the estimation of American composers are
held in by reading the programmes of the various con-
certs and entertainments. Seldom do we see an Ameri-
can name thereon. No
;
this country is permeated with
foreign music from one end to the other, and full
one-half of it is not worth the paper it is printed on.
Why, we have composers, both native and adopted, who
have proved themselves worthy of a hearing. Can they
get it? Oh, no; the public do not want them (so say
the conductors). The true reason is, the conductors do
not want them, for should an American prove a musical
success, the European market is to an extent interferred
with, to say nothing of the “peculiarly perplexing pre-
dicament” the conductor is placed in who cannot com-
pose. Their position is not enviable. (Boston may be
considered an exception.)
The. true cause of this is the criminal ignorance of the
public. I say criminal ignorance
;
for nations, like fami-
lies, should have home protection first. The man who
does not provide for Ins family commits a crime
;
there-
fore the public in neglecting its own is responsible for
this sad state of things. A convention was held re-
cently in Cleveland for the purpose of finding out some
better mode of teaching, together with other things which
were considered of consequence. Now, I will guarantee
that every man and woman present at that convention
were competent teachers and knew their business thor-
oughly. Then why go to Cleveland or any other place
to find out how to teach ? I would suggest at the next
meeting that some way may be found out to put brains
into the heads of a stupid public, so that appreciation
will follow that which is taught
;
then the State will be
done some service. These are only a lew of the discour-
agements pointed out, and 1 hope will have no effect in
deterring the student from saying, for I say “ Go on - be
like the Indian who used to shoot arrows at the sun : he
/never hit the sun, but he shot further than all the other
Indians.” So I say, “Go on
;
study hard, and if you do
not receive the appreciation which you have wbrked for,
you will at least have the glorious consolation of know-
ing that you have deserved it .—American Art Journal,
WOMAN AND MUSIC.
BY BEY. II. B. HAWEIS.
No words can express what music has done for women.
Expression is ever the imperative mood of her soul
;
re-
pression the constant and wearing discipline to which
she is mostly condemned. As the young girl grows up
her domestic training mainly consists in learning what
she is not to do, not to say, not to read, not to think, not
to feel, and, above all, not to show. Her brother may
run, and jump, and climb. She must walk demurely
and never scramble
;
her brother can go about when and
where he likes, she must never go out alone
;
he can
talk to any, girls he pleases, she can only talk to those
men who choose to talk to her
;
he can show his prefer-
ences, express his opinions, and utter his sentiments
treely, she must always have her guard up, never be
too enthusiastic, too talkative, or too silent, but go
where she is bid with whomsoever she may be told off,
only love when she is loved, and only marry when she is
asked. And were there “a fair field and no fa\or,” and
did ad women get their chance and have their day, per-
ha] s there would not be so much hardship in the un-
numbered restrictions and vigilances—many of them
wise and wholesome ones—to which a well-brought up
girl is nowadays subjected. But her “field,” as it is
now, is narrow, and often not “ fair” at all. How many
girls in our over-crowded, over-civilized age are at a loss
for business and occupation, still more at a loss for pleas-
ure, and most of all at a loss for husbands. They absorb
all the stimulating influences around them. The possi-
bilities of life are constantly forced upon their notice in
' newspapers, poems, novels, and dramas. Their eyes are
opened, their hearts are stirred, their imaginations
kindled—and then? Nothing to do but to sit still.
Poor little bird, beating thyself to pieces against the
wires of thine inexorable cage
;
poor white slave, who
const not fall in love with thy fetters, though they be
golden
;
eager lips that may not speak
;
stormy heart
that needs must break in silence
;
pent-up energies with-
out any outlet, that fain would unfold in some career of
active usefulness or love or sacrifice, only there is no
career
;
fill a home with joy, only there is no home but
the one already too full. Ah ! what deep relief, solace,
and contentment have come to such as these through the
hearing and cultivation of music. Yon active business
creature, who lounge into an afternoon concert of classic
music, and stand listlessly about the door for a few
minutes, just to see whether some one happens, to be ,
there whom yon are on the lookout for, music is nothing
\
to you
;
but your eye is caught by that unconsciously
pathetic face in the third row of stalls. You do not
know her, you never saw her before, perhaps you will
never see her again, but you will never forget her. She
is sitting with both her hands tightly clasped upon her
lap
;
the yellow rose has fallen unregarded and shattered
from her bosom, her eyes have the dreamy, distant look
of a preoccupied soul, she breathes a little quickly, and
her cheek is perhaps a little flushed—not in her first
youth no doubt, say, about twenty-seven, wiTh just a
shadow of care about the eyes—large soft eyes, too, that
might weep persuasive tears, and look you through
inquiringly. Well, there has been such a parting there
as might well shake one- of sturdier mould than she is.
One who has gone out to his regiment in the East, and
has never spoken, and' left her undecided and tossed
with agonizing doubts and fears. How to settle down
to humdruifr life with all these checked emotions, these
fluttering hopes, this constant anguish of patience
!
And then there comes an afternoon of music—a Schu-
mann symphony, a wild and stormy Chopin polonaise, a
fragment of Rubinstein, a song of Mendelssohn. Yon
listen, creature, at fffS door there
;
yon admire that girl,
she is profoundly unconscious ot you and all around yon.
You watch her changes of color, the sweet expressions
that flit across her face, like the shadow and shine that
passes over meadow lands on a windy day
;
’tis a fair,
soft., thoughtful face. You wonder how she can sit there
so still, so rapt, and silent, for what seems to you a long,
long time. Well, these are the first moments of happi-
ness, of fruition, she has experienced for days and weeks.
Suddenly some of the terrible, terrible because sup-
pressed, phases of her life have found embodiment. At
last she has known the unspeakable relief of expression.
She possesses her own soul, the music is the very voice
of her passion
;
its pulses fall with hers, its accents rise
with the rending cry of her own heart. Then suddenly
"there conies a change, and with the calm and glory as of
a full moon in midsummer, she seems to bathe her
wounded spirit for a season in deep peace. There is now
only the far-off whisper of a plaint, like a wind blown
in lroin the sea
;
presently even that ceases, as the quiet
pulses of the music continue to rise and fall. Her eyes
glisten, hut it is with happy, peaceful tears that do not
fall—the music has expressed for her the unwritten, the
unspoken secret of her life : her pain has been lifted for
!
a little while. As the melodious echoes die away, her
!
bosom heaves unconsciously with a sigh of deep relief.
She goes home changed, resigned, almost cheerful for a
time, and that night sleeps so well.
A great deal has been said about the folly of teaching
all girls to play the piano. Quite apart from the excel-
lent discipline of attention and exercise for the fingers
involved, I say deliberately, let every girl who has an
ear for music learn the piano. If at the age of twelve
she finds it simply a nuisance, or takes no delight in
hearing music, she can but leave it off and adopt some
more congenial pursuit
;
but give every girl the chance
of such a solace, such healthful- emotional outlet for her
pent-up life. How many tears it may save her, how
many hours of insane brooding, how much irritability
will it not soothe, how much dullne&s will it not lift,
how much perilous idleness will it not prevent ?
No doubt the piano-pounder next door is a terrible
scourge. She made poor Carlyle madder with her deso
lating handiwork than did the incessant crowing of the
Chelsea cock. But people must protect themselves, and
I leave to others, or to another time, the discussion of
the piano-forte as a social evil. I am convinced that on
the whole the multiplication of the cheap cottage piano
has be-en an inestimable blessing to our English homes.
It has kept boys at home, employed girls, brought young
people together happily and innocently, cheered and
amused old ones. As an assistance to the voice it has
become almost Indispensable. And time would iail nm
to speak of village choirs, choral meetings, and merry/
vocal and instrumental evenings, at every one of which
the girl seated at the piano is an essential feature.
Still, I am constrained to close this article as I began
it, not with “ the very best butter,” as Alice in Wonder-
land would say, but with the words of truth and sober-
ness, let us hope, not sourness.
He who has suffered many things at the fingers and
voices of musical women may perhaps be allowed to give
them a bit of advice all round.
If yon play, do not pride yourself on having had so
very few lessons and never practicing : so much the
worse for your hearers.
Do not boast of being able to play by ear, and do not
get into the habit of playing without music, unless you
frequently refresh your memory, and thus make sure
that yon are not palming off yonr own slovenly inven-
tions under the great names of Schumann or Chopin.
Do not learn to sing if you have got no voice, or an
essentially unpleasant one. /:/
Do not leave off playing the piano because you have
got a good voice.
Do not think that any dabbling on the piano will do
by way of accompaniment so long as yon sing the right
notes, and do not learn music at all unless yon have got
a good ear to start with. *
I think with these few simple hints Music and Women
will get on very well together—and 1 hope I shall get on
very well with both of them.
-
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LISTEN TO THE WATER-MILL.
The following verses are not exactly musical, but every
student of music will find a warniug against the mis-
chieveous waste of time
:
Listen to the water-mill all the live-long day,
How the creaking of the wheels wears the hours away
;
Languidly the water glides, useless on and still,
Never coming back again to that water-mill.
And a proverb haunts my mind as the spell is cast,
The mill will never grind again with the water'that is past.
Take the lesson to yourself, loving heart and true,
G< lien years are passing by, youth is passing, too
;
Try to make the most of life, lose no honest way.
;
Al l that you can call your own lies in this to-day.
ifW §ep»rtiwttt
1. Troublesome Questions from Beginners.
—
What is music? A college friend of mine, a great
mathematician, declared that it was “the most endur-
able of noises. ’ ’ But is music a noise ? If not, how do
you distinguish noise from music? and may there not
be, is not there often very noisy music ? And what are
dissonances but noises ? Yet are not dissonances a recog-
nized part of music ?
Another friend of mine, a lady, wrote a book showing
how “ to teach a child music. ” When I came to examine
it, I found it was a plan she had thought out for teaching
a little girl to play on the piano. But is music identical
with the piano, even supposing it to be properly played ?
Surely there was music in the world before it dreamed of
pianos, which are quite modern inventions. Indeed,
they did not come into use till the last third of the 18th
century. Lam afraid we are too apt to identify music
with the sounds to be elicited from the piano. We asso-
ciate the musical scale with successions of dozens of black
and white keys (five of the former and seven of the
latter). Many young ladies “ try a song” by playing the
notes first on their pianos, and imitating their sounds.
But do they imitate them ? are the sounds they utter
in any respect like those of the piano, except in being,
more or less, of the same pitch. What’s the cause of
the difference of effect? and what’s the meaning of
sameness of pitch ? And, to go back, is the piano-forte
scale of pitches a heaven-imparted gift which always
was and always will be ? and if not, how did it come
about ?
What’s the meaning of the piano being “ out of tune?”
How in the world does the tuner know when he has got
it in tune ? Does he really know, or does he only guess ?
Can the young lady tune her own harp, or guitar, if she
ventures beyond the piano? and, if so, when and how
and why is “ her ear satisfied?” And then there’s the
|
fiddler and his tribe, whom yon hear at concerts, and
j
who makes a frightful noise when he “tunes up does he
judge in the same way ? And how does he know how to
‘^stop” rightly, when. he has no “frets” to guide him, as
the guitarrist, or single strings and keys, like the harpist
and pianist? Why should he put his fingers in one place
rather than another ? Why is his scraping frightful at
times ? Why is an harmonium so gritty in tone ? Why
does it sound, note for note, of the same pitch as the ;
piano to which it is tuned, and yet make all the chords
so ugly? And by-the-bye, what is a “chord?” Why
are some notes suitable for a chord and others not ? Are
they not all musical notes ?
What indm-es composers to put in those horrid “ acci-
dentals,” which cause the young lady so much more
trouble to play than they are worth, so far as she can
see? And why are pieces written in different keys?
Why do we have “signatures of five flats and six sharps,”
which puzzel one so? And why call a note B at one
time and C flat at another ? or C at one time and B sharp
at another ? What is the .use of having two or three
names for every note, it is so puzzling? And, please,
why are there no black notes between E and F, or be-
tween B and C on the piano ? And why can you play
Scotch tunes by playing on the black notes only ?
Power, intellect, and strength may not, cannot last,
The mill will never grind again with the water that is
past.
Oh, the wasteful hours of life that have flitted by !
Oh, the good we might have done—lost without a sigh !
Love that we might once have gained by a simple word,
Thoughts conceived, but never penned, perishing un-
heard !
Take the lesson to your heart,—take, oh, hold it fast
!
The mill will never grind again with the water that is
past.
In this country where the fall from opulence to poverty
is often so sudden and so unexpected, young people
should heed the advice of older ones when they give them
advice which perhaps has cost the gray beard a life’s
failure to acquire.
Not the least important of such advice is this : set
yourself to work to master some one avocation which will
yield a subsistence, if not a fortune
;
so that in case ad-
versity overtakes you, you may have something to rely
upon, that cannot be taken from you.
Master that avocation we say. Be not content with a
superficial knowledge of it. Be thorough in it from the
foundation up.
There is always a demand for skilled labor or a master
of his business or profession, whatever it be.—Carlyle
Petersilea.
CONCERT PROGRAMMES/
State Normal School, MMtrsvMe, Pa., W. II. Sherwood.
1.
Son a; a, Pathetique, Op. 13, Beethoven; 2. Warum,
Schumann; 3. Norwegian Bridal Procession, Grieg; 4,
Allegro Patetico, Op. 12, MSS., Idylle. Op. 5, No. 2, W.
H. Sherwood; 5. Minuette De Kontski, A, Scherzo, E.
H. Sherwood; 6. Vocal Solo and Clarionet Obligato,
Sciivveitzer’s Heimweh, Prof. Heinrich
;
7. Nocturnes, G
Minor and G Major, Ballade in A Flat, Polonaise in A
Flat, Chopin; 8. Rhapsodie, No. 6, Faust Waltz, Gounod,
Liszt; 9. Vocal Solo, Waltz Song, Pattison; 10. Staccato
Etude, Rubinstein, Spinning Song, Wagner. Polonaise in
E, Liszt.
Mrs. W. D. Hinckley, Warren, Pa.
1. Selected Melodies, Urbach; 2. Etude, No. 7, Op.
50, Gurlitt, “Simpiette,” Favarger; 3 Rondo Mignon,
Baumfelder; 4. Mountain Blossoms, Bohrn
;
5. Alpine
Bells, Oesten; 6. Etude, No. 13, Op. 100, Bertini, Le
Tortorelle, Arditi
; 7. Joyous Peasant, Scliumann-
Thomas; 8. Duet., The Peasants Dance, Baumfelder;
9. No. 7, Op. 157, Nos.9and .0, Op. 243, Koehler; 10. Lucia
de Lammermoor, arranged by Freeman; 11. Madrilene,
Meyer
;
12. Evening Chimes, Kafka
; 13. On, Gentle
Waves, Op. 59, Hennes; 14. a. Allegretto, Kuhlau, b.
Allegro, Op. 55, No. 3, c. Buds, Spindler; 15. Trio, Les
Trois Sceurs, Oesten.
Mrs. M. B. Hines, Mount Airy, N. C.
1. Alpine Bells, Oesten; 2. Grande Valse Caprice,
Wollenhaupt
;
3. The Butterfly, Spindler; 4. Norma,
Leybach; 5 Blue Bells of Scotland, B. Richards; fi/
Merry Christmas, G. Lange; 7. Oberon, Oesten/8.
Home, Sweet Home, Meininger; 9 Dixie, Macjrf 10.
Titania, Wely; 11. Rondo in E Flat, C. MoomWeber
;
12. Polka de la lieine, J. Rail’. Songs and Recitations
interspersed 13. Evening Trio, Smart; )A. I’ll Await
mv Lovmfsolo), Howard
;
15. Bambury ^foss , W’e 1 1 ings
16. Epistle to a Yeung Friend excitation), Robert
Burns
;
17. Who’s at my Windowjbfsolo) 1 18. Milton’s
Hymn to the Nativity; 19. Christmas Carol; 20. Se-
lections from Taming the Shr^w, Shakespeare; 21- Duet,
Good N ight, Abt. . .
Miss Gordon's School, Philadelphia, Pa., by Dr. Louis
y"‘ Maas.
1. Sonata, G Nprior, Op. 22, Schumann ; 2. Berceus ,
Polonaise, Opy 53, Chopin; 3. Reverie du Soil-, Op, 20,
Maas; 4. Valse de Concert, Wieniawski; 5. Venezia in
Napoli (Tarantella eCanzonetta), Liszt; 6. Des Abends,
Op. li^Schumanu; 7. Folke Dans (Norwegian National
Dance, Maas; 8. Barcarolle, G Major, Valse Brillaut,
Rubinstein; 9. Spinning Song, Wagner-Liszt; 10. Wed-
ding March and Dance of the Elfs, Mendelssohn-Liszt.
Hamilton Female College, Lexington, Ky., Miss Emily
Stankowitch, Teacher.
1. Chorus, Let us to the Fields
;
27 Polish Dance,
Scharwenka; 3. Vocal Solo, Waltz Song; 4. Instru-
mental Duet, Tannhauser’s March, Beyer; 6. Vocal Trio,
The Land of Dreams
;
6. Last Hope, Gottscbalk ; 7.
Vocal Duet, When ye gang awa’, Jamie; 8. Vocal
Solo, Arie, Bel raggio Lusighier, Rossini. The pro-
gramme of music was interspersed^ with literary se-
lections.
Department of Music, University of Kansas, Lawrence,
William MacDonald, Director.
1. Sonatina, Op. 36, No. 3, dementi; 2. Never Again,
Cowen
;
3. Two Spanish Dances, Op. 21 (four hands),
Moszkowski
;
4. Good-by, Tosti
;
5. Swedish Wedding
March, Soderman, Last Movement from Sonata, Op. 26,
Beethoven; 6. (I^iano) Gypsy Rondo, Haydn; 7- (Trio)
Hear our Prayer, Abbott
;
8. Les Preludes—-Symphonic
Poem—(arranged for two pianos), Liszt.
Virginia Female Institute, Staunton, Va., F. R. Webb,
Director.
1. Anna Bolena, Leybaeli ; 2. Solfeggio Exercise in G,
Class; 3. The Mill Wheel, B. Smith; 4. Allegro, So-
nata, Op. 36, No. 6, dementi ; 5. Essay, dementi; 6.
Cradle Song, Kullak
; 7. Second Thoughts are Best,
Ramlegger
;
8. Recitation, Church Reverie; 9. Rondo
from Sonata, Op. 20, No. 1, Kul law ; 10. Vocal Duetto,
The Mountain Riders, Bordese
;
11. Stille Liebe, Lange
;
12. Allegro from Concerto, Weber.
Pupils Recital of Music by German Composers at Lucy
Cobb Institute, Miss Emma J. James, Teacher.
Part I.— 1 Gavotte, E Viol, Sonata 6, J. S. Bach;
2. Air with Variations, Harmonious Blacksmith, Handel;
3. Minuet, Don Juan, Mozart
;
4. Moonlight, Sonata,
Op. 27, No. 2, Beethoven ; 5. Polacca Brilliante, Op, 72,
Von Weber
;
6. Soirees de Vienne, Schubert-Liszt
;
7. Joyous Farmer, Schumann ; 8. Andante from Con-
certo in G, Op. 25, Mendelssohn; 9. Beauty Polka,
Lielmer
;
10. Love Reverie, Jungman
;
11. Song, The
Rose, Spohr.
Part II.— 1. Duet, Radetsky March, Strauss; 2. Duet,
Beautiful Blue Danube, Strauss
;
3. Songs—On Wings of
Song, Mendelssohn, The Lotus Flower, Op. 25, Franz,
Thou'rt like unto a Flower, Rubinstein ; 4. The Chase,
Rheinberger; 5. Cacducha Caprice, Raff; 6. Aria, Li ch-
ncr
;
7. Song, The Brightest Eyes, Stigelii ; 8 Bouquet
of Violets, Spindler; 9. Duet, Tannhauser March, Wag-
ner; 10. Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin, Wagner.
School of Music, DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind.,
Prof. James H. Howe, Director.
1. Chorus, Arise, Shine, Elvy; 2. Piano-forte, Sonata
iti C Major (Allegro-Andante), Haydn ; 3 Pianoforte,
Valse Brilliante, Schulhoff; 4. Chorus, It Came upon a
Midnight Clear, Sullivan; 5. Piano-forte, Styrienne, Wol-
lenhaupt; 6. Chorus, Song of the Triton, Molloy ; 7.
Piano-forte, Danse Macabre, Saint Saens ; 8. Piano-fort^/
Concerto in G Minor (Andante-Presto Allegro-MoltO),
Mendelssohn,
Southern Normal Musical Institute, Dayton, Qa., Prof.
A. J. SJiowalter, Director.
Part I.
—
Chorus, From Bright LandsTCorae, Doni-
zetti
;
2. Soprano and Alto Duet, Seertlie Pale Moon,
Campona; 3. Chorus, Waltz Song^Murray ; 4. Piano
Solo, Overture to Dame Blanche, Brildieu ; 5. Quartette,
Come where my Love lies Dreaming, Foster; 6. Bass
Solo, A Freshening BreezeERandegger ; 7. Anthem,
Hark, the Song of Jubilee; -howalter; 8. Piano Duet,
German Triumphal March, Kunkel ; 9. Soprano Solo,
The Wood Nymph^sECall, Williams; 10. Duet and
Chorus, The River, Rosecrans ; 11. Chorus, Lullaby,
Sclioeller
;
12. Quartette and Chorus, From His Home on
the Mountain/Root.
Part 11,-1. Chorus, On, Gallant Company, Schoel-
ler
;
2. Piano Solo, Polka Bravura, Kuhe; 3. Trio,
AngePs Serenade, Concone ; 4. Tenor Solo and Chorus,
A ^Warrior Bfddy Adams : 5. Piano Duet, The Mason
d Locksmith’s Overture, Auber; 6. Soprano SoW,
Longing, Millard.
.
Female College, Christiansburg, Va.
1. Impromptu, No. 4, Schubert; 2. Nocturne, Op. 62,
Lange; 3. Some Day, Wellings; 4. Siegemuud’s Love
Song, WagnerTth Stephanie, Czibuika ; 6. La Manola,
Uenrion; 7. NightT'Song, Jungman; 8. Waltz, D Fiat,
Chopin ; 9 What a Little-Bird Said, Rocket ; 10. Sere-
na! a, Moskowski ; 11. Gavotte Moderne, Tours; 12. Be-
cause of Thee, Tours; 13'. Ballade, D Flat, Liszt.
The success and real value of The Etude far sur-
passes what I believed it capable of when its enterpris-
ing publisher first broached his plan to me two or three
years ago. T find it a valuable aid in my professional
work, and also, as Horace Greeley used to say of the
dividend notices in which he was pecuniarily concerned,
‘
* mighty interesting reading. ” As it is the only journal
in our vernacular devoted to its particular sphere, a
piano forte teacher for especial reasons, and any teacher
of music for general reasons, can no more afford to be
without it thlin he or she can afford to be unidentified
with the Music Teachers’ National Association.
What a musical millenenm it will be when every one
of the (in round numbers) one hundred thousand pro-
fessional teachers of music in this country are active
members of oar National Association, or its inner court,
the College of Musicians, and are attentive readers of
well-conducted musical journals, like The Etude, for
example, and diligent students of substantial music and
musical literature. Yours truly,
E. M. BOWMAN.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 17, 1885.
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TECHN I CON.
A TREATISE UPON THE DEVELOPMENT OF PSANC
FORTE TECHNIQUE WITH THE AID OF A
MECHANICAL APPARATUS.
BY J. BROTHERHOOD.
The benefits claimed to be derived bj the use of the
“ Technicon” are principally eight-fold.
1st. To loosen up the hand and eibifa the muscles
into action, before piano-forte playing, thereby giving
the performer great freedom and independence of linger
and power of technique. In fact, to strengthen and
make pliable the hand’s anatomy in a very short time
compared with the time required to accomplish the. same
by key-board practice only.
2d. By its continued daily rise, to develop a gradually
increasing strength of technique.
3d. To “equalize the tone -producing powers? of the
4tli. To develop the muscles which, control the several
movements of the thumb.
5th. The development of “ .a power of producing Igfi®
w
pathetic finger tone.”
6th. The development of “ delicacy of touch.”
7th. To develop “facility and strength in octave
playing.
8th. To prevent finger paralysis from over practice.
1.
In regard to the first 'item : It should be remem-
bered that the hand is the machine or mechanical appli-
ance used by the brain for the production of tones by
means of the key-board.
In piano-forte playing this machine (the hand) is run
at “a high rate of speed” (as mechanics say). Now no
mechanic starts a machine to work at a high rate of
speed with tight joints or bearings, or without, first
lubricating its parts. This is just what the “ Techni-
con” does for the hand before it is put into motion on
the key-board.
It starts the machine to work with its pmrf.&jprepared
for action
By starting oft’ on the piano-forte with the hand thus
lubricated (so to speak) the performer is enabled to
enjoy the pleasure of piano-forte playing to a much
greater degree than otherwise, besides which lie is also
free from the weariness (perhaps headache) so often occa-
sioned by the effects of intolerable repetition exercises,
2. It is of great importance that a pianist attain such
strength in the production of finger tone that lie can
command a considerable “ reserve of power.” Now the
power of striking a key with the finger is in accordance
with the ultimate power of contraction in the flexor
muscle (or striking muscle), i. e., the contractive power
of the muscle between the point struck and the con-
tinued power of contraction until the maximum of con-
traction is reached. In short, the contractive power re-
maining in the flexor muscle after the striking point is
reached. Therefore, to gain strength in the flexor
muscles, their power of ultimate contraction should be
augmented, and this the “ Technicon” provides for.
3. The fourth and fifth fingers being naturally weaker
than the other fingers, it is most essential that they be
strengthened so as to correspond as much as possible
with their neighbors in “tone-producing power.”
What professor, or what student, is there that is not
aware of the annoying collapse of the fifth finger in
playing octaves, or when it is required to produce a sfor-
zando. This weak member of the technical machine
should be so strengthened as to enable it to bear its parts,
which are frequently of an onerous description.
This desirable end can be attained by means of the
“Technicon,” as each finger can be exercised and its
muscles strengthened individually and independently of
the other fingers. Consequently, by an increased ex-
penditure of time devoted to the exercise of the weaker
fingers, they will gradually accumulate strength until
they become of the same power in producing tone on the
key-board as their naturally stronger neighbors.
- 4. Of all the fingers the one which is brought most
prominently into action in piano-forte playing is the
first finger or thumb. It may also be said that the
technical difficulties to be overcome by the thumb are
greater than those which present themselves to the other
developed, and in fact are sometimes deadened or forced
into a semi-dormant state, owing to the undue develop-
ment of their counter muscles by continued practice of
an unprofitable nature upon the key-board and other -
.
wise. The “ tone-producing power” then becomes harsh
and unsympathetic.
Now the “ Tecltnidon” brings into action the wholt
set of muscles that control the movements of the fingers,
and by strengthening them individually renders then!
ready and lit for action when called upon by the brain
power.
.
Therefore those muscles which are usually the means
of creating a harshness of tone become controlled by
their counter muscles, and a sympathetic touch is thus-
enabled to he placed at the disposal of the brain power.
In this manner lightness- or delicacy of touch become
also developed, until at last the working of the hand’s
anatomy becomes by means of well developed muscles
and nerves under perfect insulation with and under per-
fect Control of the “ process of thought.”
The torie-prodnci.ng power should be so developed that
the mechanical action of the piano-forte, from the key to
the hammer, becomes in the performer’s manipulation a
part or continuance of a subtle medium, commencing at
the brain, thence through the nerves and muscles, key
action, and hammer, terminating at the string, bringing
‘thereby the string under the perfect control and influence
of the emotions emanating from the brain.
Mechanical execution has reached a high state of de-
velopment, and too frequently execution proper receives
undue attention to the subversion of “tone-producing
power.”
The “ Technicon” is intended to so develop the hand’s
anatomy as to r-gnder it -eminently fitted as the brain’s
exponent of its subtle musical emotions, and to enable it
under the brain’s influence to paint those exquisite
:
shades of tone-coloring, and give that spiritual concep-
tion and passionate expression which the greatest com-
positions demand.
6. There is a natural tendency in our usual daily life
to unconsciously develop the flexor muscles of the fin-
gers, whereas their counter muscles (or extensor mascles)
are very inadequately exercised, and consequently they
become too weak to exercise any control over the well-
exercised and strongly-developed flexors.
This evil the “Technicon” remedies by developing
strength in the extensor muscles (or muscles which ele-
vate the fingers), and with increased strength of these
muscles it enables the brain power to use them, to con-
trol, or rather subdue, the power of their counter or
striking muscles, thereby enabling the player to produce
great delicacy of touch.
7. The “Technicon” also exercises and strengthens
the muscles which control the movements of the hand
at the wrist, thereby giving freedom and strength in
octave playing. It is, in connection with .this, e-pecially
valuable in strengthening those muscles which have to
overcome the weight of the hand m elevating it, and
which by due development enable the pianist to produce
delicacy in octave playing. The muscles of the fingers
“Technicon” will be found to be invaluable owing to
its great efficacy in lubricating the hand and exciting
the muscles into a state of activity. x
In using the “Technicon” each muscle of the hand is
exercised separately, and while a muscle is being thus
exercised and strengthened, the mind can concentrate
itself upon such individual muscle during the process
,
go
that the mind gradually gains a conscious control over
each ttrtiscle. This, of course, is one of the most import-
!
ant ends to be attained for a perfect technique.
The strengthening of the extensor or elevating muscles
of the hand and fingers is especially provided for in the
“Technicon,” and the writer maintains that these
muscles have not heretofore received the attention which
their importance in the working of the “technical na-
j
chine” demands,. If the extensor muscles of the fingers
are- not well developed the technical machine is imper-
fect because the muscles have not then the necessary
control over their stronger counter muscles, or striking
muscles, and consequently in the production of “pian-
issimo passages” the mind becomes occupied in conscious
offort to - restrain the fingers from striking too loud
;
whereas the mind should be insulated solely in the emo.
tions of the musical phrase under interpretation, instead
: of descending from its high sphere to attend to mechani-
cal difficulties, or what may be called “friction in the
i
bearingsw workings of the technical machine*
Experience, Suggestions/ Trials, Etc.
Short communications of a didactical nature will be received f om
Teachers. Only the initials of the w'i'ers are printed, without the
post-office address.
which pass
.
through thf, wrist are also strengthened by
means of this exercise or the wrist.
vhich it gives a general pliability to this usually
r member of the “technical machine.”
j
.s well known how comparatively few pianists
i to produce “ a rich and sympathetic finger-
son of this is that in the majority of
lea of the hand which enables the pro-
of such svmnathetic tones are not sufficiently
8.
Piano-forte players are aware that after a certain
period of time devoted to practice on the piano-forte the
fingers become fatigued, and it is very important that
they then receive a period of rest, as o"ver exerting the
muscles under such fatigue may result in finger paralysis
and cause a permanent disability to the hand.
This arises from a well known fact in anatomy, viz.
,
“After a period of muscular activity there follows a
period of fatigue.” The “ Technicon” is very useful in
postponing this period of fatigue, or rather in extending
the period of activity, in that it gradually strengthens
the muscles of the hand, thereby enabling them to bear
a longer duration of activity before tbefiperiod of fatigue
sets in.
Musical professors will find the “ Technicon” a valu -
!
able aid in teaching their students, not only for its great
[
benefits in developing technique generally, but also in
that it is a valuable medium for explaining to pupils the
I details of mechanism of the wrist, hand, and fingers,
and brings to their notice certain muscles, as to the
|
utility of which (and even as to the possession of which)
pupils are too frequently ignorant, bnt which by de-
velopment play an important part in the technical
machinery.
It also shows .plainly to students where the weak
portions of the hand exist, and gives them the means of
strengthening same, thereby saving many ‘
‘
soft notes.'1 '
It will also be found of great assistance in developing
in. pupils the power of producing the many contrasts of
tone coloring which is of such vital importance for a
perfect technique.
It is valuable in relieving students from a vast amount
of key-hoard exercises, thereby giving them more time
to devote to the sesthetical portions of the art, and thus
making the piano-forte an instrument of greater attrac-
tion to the student.
To those professors and students who, by
circumstances in which they are placed, are u
devote sufficient time to keeD nn thei
Those in search of a brilliant graduating composition,
we would recommend “ Hexameron” by Liszt and five
other composers. To give a better insight into it we
will append Herr Pauer’s description of it.
The Princess Christine de Belgiojoso, an excellent
amateur and patroness of the art, once formed the happy
idea to ask these gentlemen to compose variations on the
well-known duetto, “ I Puritan!,” and her request being
complied with, Franz Liszt, at that time in the full
bloom of his reputation as a wonder-player, performed
them in a concert given for the poor. This piece stands
alone in the history of music, although the celebrated
waltz by Diabelli, in C, was varied by different compo-
sers, and even immortalized by Beethoven, with his
thirty-three variations ; the different compositions were
not published together, and have, therefore, collectively,
less interest. The “Hexameron” gives the impression of
a discussion between several intellectual men upon a
given theme
;
each declares his opinion, and the chair-
man for the occasion—the great Hungarian Liszt—con-
cludes it by summing up, and passing in review, the
whole argument#-- For the better understanding of this
interesting composition, I will introduce this distin-y
guished sestet of writers in the order in which they
follow
:
1. Extrement lent, quasi Recitativo
,
. Liszt.
. This introduction prepares us for, and leads with the
first four bars of Bellini’s air to the
2. Theme.—Allegro marziale . , . Liszt.
Given with all the splendor we expect from a virtuoso
like Liszt.
3. First variation.—Ben marcato . . . Thalberg.
Written in the peculiarly brilliant and agreeably style
of Thalberg,’ an excellent relief to the noise and pomp
of the introduction and air
A * « . •
traducing the phrase of No. 1, is by
V: ^ '!
It is related that Frederic Chopin could always quiet
his father’s pupils, no matter how much noise they wereT
making in the house. One day, while Professor Chopin
was out, there was a frightful scene, Barenski, the mas-
ter present, was at his wits’ end, when Frederic happily
entered the room. Without deliberation he requested
the roysterers to sit down, called in those who were
making a noise outside, and promised to improvise an
interesting story on the piano if they would be quite
quiet. All were instantly as still as death, and Frederic
sat down to the instrument and extinguished the lights.
He described how robbers approached a house, mounted
by ladders to the windows, but were, frightened away by
a noise within. Without delay they fled on the wings of
the wind into a deep, dark wood, where they fell asleep
under the starry sky. He played more andniore softly,
as if trying to lull the children to rest, till he found that
his hearers had actually fallen asleep. The young artist
noiselessly crept out of the room to his parents and
visitor, and asked them to follow him with a light.
When the family had amused themselves with the vari-
ous postures of the sleepers, Frederic sat down again to
the piano and struck a thrilling chord at which they all
sprang up in a fright. A hearty laugh was the finale of
his musical joke.
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
155. Define the following terms : Root, Inversion,
Syncopation, False Relation.
156. Give the chord of the dominant seventh and its
inversions in the key of G Major, with the resolutions
of each.
/
157. Write Perfect and Plagal cadences in the keys of
Bb and D respectively.
158. Name any contemporary of Handel who wrote
Oratorios.
159. Give the approximate date of the invention of
the piano-forte.
160. Give the meaning of the following terms and
state how they are generally abbreviated : Accelerando
,
Ritardando, Crescendo, Diminuendo, Forzando.
161. Write a bar of mnsic in each of the following
times, and place accent
:
2893 12 p92f'i 9 12 6 6 12
29 49 89 29 4 9 ^9 49 89 Y’ 169 8 9 89 189 10*
162. Resolve the diminished seventh chord of C sharp
and F sharp..
163. Use dominant seventh chords in modulating from
C to A, and from A flat to D. Write on two staffs.
164. Harmonize the scales of G, A flat, and B flat,
using scale harmonies, viz., no modulation.
165. The same with modulations.
BOOK NOTICES.
Review of Songs, Published by Ditson & Co:,
Boston.
1. “ First Loye,” by Willard Burr. '
2. “ My God,*My Father, while I Stray,” Moskowski.
3. “ Au revoir,” Giulio Alary.
THE ETUDE.
place to his younger colleagues, but his treatment of the
theme would suit the school better than the concert-
room. When Czerney’s most accomplished pupil, Liszt,
takes the variation in hand, we feel at once the stronger
nerve. He leads in an interesting but rhapsodic way
into the
8. Si^th variation.—Largo .... Chopin.
The melancholy Pole will not agree with the noisy
Italian. Never was there a greater discrepancy between
right and left hand than in this variation. The right is
diatonic and bright; the left, chromatic and gloomy.
Happily, the variation is short, and Liszt proceeds to the
finale with material most ingeniously taken from his
introduction,
9. Finale.—“Molto Yivace” . . . . Liszt.
This is the most interesting of the whole piece, and
reflects the highest credit on Liszt as an intelligent com-
piler. He passes in quick and concise review all that
the other composers have expressed, and finishes the
work in the most brilliant and masterly manner.
4. “ Come back to Me, Love,” Louis Diehl.
5. “ In the Lane,” Charles S. Hamlin.
6. “ Friends only,” Levey.
7. “Annie Polka” (instrumental, for four hands), by
Hadley.
1. A song in the thoroughly-composed German style,
melody good, and accompaniment excellent
2. An adaptation from No. 2 of Moskowski’s beautiful
four-hand piece known as “ Foreign Lands.”
3. In the true French style, by the celebrated master,
Alary. The English version is well done by Mr. C.
Everest.
4. Sentimental and commonplace, poor melody and
cheap harmony.
5. Very much as No. 4, Accompaniment decidedly
better.
6. This pathetic ballad may bring tears to the eyes of
some. It certainly will to the unfortunate musician who
is compelled to listen to it.
7- A prettv little four-hand polka, suitable for begin-
ners
;
unpretentious and bright.
PETERSILEA’S TECHNICAL STUDIES. White,
Smith & Co., Boston, Mass.
These studies, or rather exercises, are designed for
students of the middle and upper grades. They are
published in two volumes, and are progressive, short
technical figures carried through various forms and keys.
In the two volumes there are two hundred and twenty-
seven distinct exercises given. The directness of these
exercises is their great merit The student is allowed
not the least freedom. It would be impossible to prac-
tice these severe exercises and not be benefitted. They
are solid meat through and through. Teachers and
students who are in earnest will seek out these exercises.
They will be found, withal, interesting to those who are
prepared for them. We bespeak a long and popular
career for these exercises.
THE TONIC SOL-FA METHOD OF TEACHING
MUSIC. F. H. Gilson, 226 Franklin Street, Boston,
Mass.
The above is a brief account of the tonic sol-fa notar-
tion of music, embracing its history, the present extent
of the movement, tonic sol-fa principles, the college, the
certificates, the notation, relation of the tonic sol-fa to
the staff, English and American testimonies; (exercises
in the tonic sol-fs notation The same firm has recently
published a complete set of text-books for schools in this
notation, and is the headquarters for Novello’s (England)
Tonic Sol-fa Series.
idea of execution, and the much-befogged student will
know no more at the end than at the beginning, unless
he chances on the work of Germer, and then it will be
like Columbus’ egg, all very easy when you know how.
The book is sold at a moderate price by G. Schirmer.
NEWS OF THE MONTH.
Judging from our correspondent’s enthusiasm Berlin
is alive with music. Concerts of all kinds are of nightly
occurrence, and among the noted German masters we see
the names of many foreigners, aspirants for fame. One,
Fabian, a pianist, whose home is in San Francisco, has
made a success. While a Russian boy, named Si loti,
plays the piano, Joachim says, “ too much like Liszt.”
—the Courier.
PERKINS’ EASY ANTHEMS. By W. O. Perkins.
Published by Oliver Ditson 1 & Co. Price $1; $9
per doz.
Mr. Perkins, in his short preface to the new book, in-
dicates that he finds hooks of his composition in every
town, and that the only fault found with former anthem
books is that they contain matter a little difficult for the
average country choir, and that they are somewhat
expensive.
While it is true that very few literary books contain so
much for the money as do music books, still it is desirable
to shade off the price where possible, and three dollars a
dozen on choir books is worth saving.
So this is a very good, easy, and comparatively cheap
hook, and is full of good pieces, eighty-four in number.
The full chorus of the choir has plenty^ do, and the
village blacksmith’s “daughter in the choir” will find
plenty of sweet solos that her father will like, as well as
good duets and trios to sing with the sons and daughters
of other worthies. 192 pages. Words from the Scriptures
and from well-known hymns.
The Boston Globe of September 26 says : “A dumb
piano is the latest device for the enjoyment of the neigh-
bors of a musical family. It is an instrument the sound
of which is so far reduced by a strong felt border between
hammers and strings that the music can only be suffici-
ently heard by the player to enable him to distinguish
between the chords. It was invented in Dresden, where
the ‘piano nuisance’ is a serious matter.”— Boston
Globe.
Leopold Godowsky, a boy pianist of fourteen years,
made his debut in America at Boston last week. He
was well received.
The new statue of Bach", unveiled at Eisenach, is
unanimously declared to be one of the finest in Germany.
It is cast in bronze, and represents Bach in an upright
position at a music desk, which is in the form of a little
genius as Caryatide. A high relief in bronze shows St.
Cecilia at the organ.
The Royal Conservatory, Leipsic, has been presented
by a donor, who desires to remain unknown, the sum of
300,000 marks for the erection of new premises.
Hans von Billow has been silenced by the police in
Vienna. This may keep him from making an exhibition
of himself.
Liszt. It is said that Franz Liszt intends to emerge
from his retirements and give some concerts in Rome.
But the fact that the illustrious pianist is passing the
winter at Tivoli may have given rise to the report.
Professor Schradieck, of the Cincinnati College of Music,
claims to have discovered the lost secret of the Oremonese.
He has been pushing his investigation vigorously before
he came to this country. He and his friends sacrificed a
valuable Stradivarius and a Guataguini violin. An
analysis of the substance of the wood proved the secret
to lay not in varnish, as generally believed, but in the
wooditself, a balsam pine, which in the day ofStradivarius
grew in Italy, but now disappeared. He found the bal-
sam pine of our northern latitude possessing the bal-
samic properties of the extinct Italian tree.
Violins have been made from the American tree, and ~
lo, and behold, there sounded forth the sweet silvery tone
of the Oremonese violin with not as much power, but all
the qualities. It is difficult to estimate the importance of
this discovery.
^
'
The Million is tlie unique title of a little paper advo- I
eating a queer musical notation for vocalists. It is pub—
^
lished at Dayton, Va. Samples free on receipt of a two
cent stamp. Address Ruebish, Kieffer & Co., Dayton,
Va.
RHTYHMIGAL PROBLEMS. Special studies for mas-
tering rhythms, by Heinrich Germer. English
version by J. H. Cornell. Published by G. Schir-
MKR.
This is a work eminently calculated to fill a long-felt
want. Many teachers, good musicians, too, are often
compelled to let the explanation of many rhythmic
problems slip by simply from their not having carefully
thought the matter over, so as to be able to make it clear
to the pupils, but get over the difficulty themselves by
some inward sense of rhythm, and then tell the despair-
ing pupil to “go and do likewise,” which, of course, in
nine cases out of ten he or she never does. Now Germer
in his interesting book leaves no stone unturned, and
the inquiring student will find every variety of rhythm
carefully analyzed and made so patent to the under-
standing that they wonder at the thing ever being diffi-
cult only remains. The work abounds in numerous
musical examples for the method of execution of such
rhythms as seven against two and~flve against three.
All are made clear and easy. In some of the old clas-
sical and many of the modern composers such difficul-
ties are to be found in abundance, therefore the value of
this treatise. Various rhythmical studies have been
published from time to time, but don’t give the faintest
Dr. Sigmund Lebert is dead. He, with the assist-
ance of Louis Stark, wrote the great piano school that
struck the death-blow to that miserable compilation
entitled “Richardson’s New Method.” Lebert was
horn in 1822, and studied in Prague under Tomaschek
and Dionys Weber, but since 1857 he has been an active
teacher in the Stuttgart Conservatory. His reputation
rests principally on the elegant editions of classic works
which he edited.
In Germany there is a society formed for the purpose
of providing homes for superannuated mnsic teachers.
Five of the leading cities have two branch societies, to
which belong many of the honored in the profession.
There are some 2500 members, who pay a monthly due
of 37 cents. The society has funds to the amonnt
(which embraces the estates of all members) of 1,062,950
marks, or $265,737.
The Charleston (S. C. ) Conservatory of
a new institution, is in a fionrishing state, with
dred and forty-six students on the roll. Tb*
well chosen, consisting of some of the best
teachers. There is a place for such
South.
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W. H. Sherwood contemplates bringing <
piano studies, embodying some advanced idi
technic.
4,3
©Iff THOUGHTS ON EDUCATION.
#*PM FOB THE .IETH0IJ, Bf
Men of talent usually ait more conceited
:
than men of genius.
Some noted musicians talk life# foolfe, but
play like gods.
Musicians are sometimes thought to he un-
stable and changeable people. This Is not true
of successful musicians. There is no profession
or business which requires more steady concen-
trated application than that of miisish
Studies serve for delight, for ornament,; «wt
ability. . . . There is no stand or impediment
in the wit that cannot !fs wotked out fly fit
studies.
—
Bacon.
HI h s
II A ssrgET,.
..
To know if a king-tloip bo well goypi’iied
and if the customs of the inhabitaai.fs be bad it!
good,. -examine the musical taste which prevails
therein.—
G
onfuctus.
Music is tire rmiv.eisuil hmguage, u, language
of soul to soul that needs no translator.
—
Auerbach.
Intolerable and contemptible is everything
that appears to be more than it is, and that
aspiration which is not founded on the true and
beautiful in art, and seeks only the crown of pop-
ular applause for vain self, and also that ob-
ject which is not for nobleness and truth of
thought, not the genuine thoroughly constructed
art work, but that which would seek to charm
and corrupt by all kinds of ornament and.
deception.
THE HEINRICH-HENSON
RECITAL.
SONG
No musical event of this year has created as much
interest as these song recitals- The idea itself is unique,
and the masterly rendition of Mr. Heinrich assisted by
the gracious presence and rapidly-budding talent of
Miss Henson make these evenings a genuine musical
treat. Last Saturday’s concert at the ball of the Acad-
emy of the Fine Arts was the second of the series. The
programme was fully as tine as at the preceding soiree.
Schubert, Schumann, Mozart, Gounod, and Makenzie,
the last named on the list being represented by a lovely
duo from his new and successful oratorio, “The Rose of
Sharon.” Mr. Heinrich’s singing of the favorite “Pax
Vobiscum,” of Schubert, and the beautiful “leh Grolle
nieht and Gondollier,” of Schumann, was a revelation.
These songs do not depend on mere vocalism, but need
in addition to voice, head, and heart
;
in other words,
while the musical, the sensuous, must necessarily pre-
dominate in musical songs. They need at the same time
the intellectual variety of treatment that their mani-
fold themes require. Thus a good voice merely will
never do alone, and while Mr. Heinrich is the possessor
of a supple, beautiful organ, still it is the intense emo-
tion with which he informs every song that makes them
living pictures to his hearers, and so both poet and musi-
cian are exquisitely interpreted. Mr. Heinrich has also
solved the doubtful problem of playing his own accom-
paniments, which he does with the greatest delicacy and
consummate good taste. Miss Henson is improving
- rapidly, although not to the “ manor born” in the matter
of the German lied. She has a brilliant, flexible voice,
which came out finely iu Gounod’s effective aria from
‘
‘ Reine de Saba. ” It might be here well to state that in
a purely song recital, Arias and all that savors of the
stage should be strictly excluded. They mar the har-
mony of the surroundings. However, these song reci-
tals are a great success, and Mr. Heinrich is to be con-
gratulated on his new artistic venture.
of Oe'Atmgiiuu—
T
he true merit of IftfBf
is manifesting itself not so much in what lie gifiiSt, but
in what he is. Teach era.,, therefore, will never attain
anything: solid and complete, if they are in tliemaelves !
hollow and imperfect. Out mental characteristics: mush
be like so many radii—mil coilverging into one common. :
focus* “ ntilisarianisn.” First of all is equanimity mA
composure. “ keep cooli” We .are apt to become
:
vehement, if we suffer our pasions to gain control mmt l:
its, Our self-command will not for a moment forsake
j
ns if we only calmly watch our- deeds and actions, ffew
we Walk, how we look at things, the modulation of out
Voice, etc*, all these ought to testify to the desire of cos-
trolling ourselves and those around ns. Others will.then
willingly submit to our authority.
Tenacity of purpose must go^ hand in band with Firm-
ness in the pursuit of our aims, “I will whof I must,
and what I will I can.” To no profession Is this maxim
liiote essential than to the teacher
;
it will sturdy prevent ’
him from retreating in the face of seemingly insurmount-
able abstacles. Decision is like an elevated position,
from which we can look down composedly upon those
who vainly try to make us deviate from what we con-
sider to be right. It seems as if our conscience would
remind ttfrw—-®T- cannot alter my cottfse,” 'hencdy aims
that seemed to be hopless, willjbe accomplished.
Next to equanimity and firmness
,
a well-balanced char-
acter gives also evidence of purity of motives. Yulgar
people often ridicule the aphorism, “ a good man does
the good without being biased by a vision of reward.”
And yet, there is sound logic in this sentence.
Our best actions and endeavors do not often find ap-
preciation at once. It takes time before we can discern
signs that our aims have become successful. It is the
fruit
,
that teaches us the value of the tree, and not the
seedcom. Our simple duty is to plant these seeds con-
tinually" and profusely at the right time, and in the right
place, and to patiently wait for the fruit to ripen.
What does it matter that by this time we have grown
old, feeble, and gone to rest from the labors of life !
Let others -reap whatwe have sown, let others enjoy the
fruits of our toil.
Above all, let us be true to ourselves and sincere to
others. No deceit, and no equivocation ! Let us not
deviate a hair’s breath from the path of duty", and let
us defend the right with all the powers in us.
The man of such sterling character 'is a teacher in the
best sense which this word implies.—
J
ung-Kussen.
A MUSICAL doggrel verse reads thus :
“Never tire, your scales to play,
Thalberg did so—every day.’’
And indeed, one could notice this in his concerts
Whenever he played scale passages, as, for instance, at the
close of his second Don Giovanni Fantasie with the
Serenade, there it appeared as if they were run glissando
with one finger over the key-board. Scale practice is so
useful, because the utmost equality of tone successions
is hereby insured, thus influencing the whole composi-
tion. In playing scales one must have a sensation kin-
dred to the moving up and down on a smooth silk cord,
or over a highly polished level surface. Doehler, when
already recognised as an acc^^lished artist, used to say
that he was practicing scales every day for one hour.
The monotony of such a task may, however, be relieved
by placing an interesting book on the music-rack to read
while playing. Henselt used to do so for.a long time
;
i a . . .? .1 i ,1 o—.x. „ a l :
[Questions pertaining to the study of the Piano-forte will receive at-
tention, Und amurers appear, usually, in the following month
,
if
received before the ihfvmnth of the current month. The writer’s
panic must accompany Utter to insure an answer.}
QUus, |.—-Will you please give a sketch of the life of
If.siward Batiste In The Etude,
JMw&rd Batiste was born in Paris in 1820, and
died there in 1,876:, After having made brilliant progress
in his studies at the Conservatoire he took the first two
prizes for solfeggio when only twelve years old, at seven-
teen he was appointed teacher and professor in the Con-
sernatoirei where he was held In high esteem. Of his
works we cannot speak, as that belongs more properly
to a. general musical journal and not one specifically a
pta:no»forte publication.
CjtfES.—I shall be under many obligations to yon to
give na;»® i-and: composers of a number of brilliant
instrumental quartettes, also two. pianos (four hands)
anti organ, suitable for college exercises,—A. H.
AS.S.—For eight hands the following we have found
useful and attractive : Chopin’s Op. 40, No. 1, Polonaise
in A Major : Brahin’s Hungarian Dances in two books. )
Turkish March by Beethoven* Villa d’Alttie (rather
easy) by Fumagalft, The following four pieces by Liszt:
Galop (Chromatic), Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 2, Ra-
koezy March, and Concert. Paraphrase. Mayer’s (Ch.)
Galop Militates, Op. 117
;
Loreley, by Nes.vadba
;
Sehul-
liofPs Galop di Bravura ; Swedish Wedding March by
Soderman ; and Spindler’s everlasting Husarenritt -
Waffentanz by Spofar
;
March -Celebre by Lacfaner,
This last one is quite acceptable. For two -pimum
(fourhands) the following : Grand Marche Triumphal©, by
Enihe
;
Allegro Brilliante, Op. 325, by Low ; Tarantelle
Napolitana, by Liszt; Don Juan, by Lysberg. This is
a solo with an accompaniment on the second piano.
Souvenirs de Russia, by Ravina ; the Second Rhapsody
again by Liszt
;
Le Tourbillon, Op. 37, by Gutman ;
Die Wacht am Rhein, by Goldschmidt; Chaconne, Op.
150, by Raff; Caprice Hongrois, Op. 7, by Ketterer.
In this connection might be named Czerny’s, Op. 818,
for four pianos ; Galop-March three pianos (eight hands),
by Lavignac
;
Tyrolienne (three pianos, twelve hands),
by Ravina; Overture to Oberon (three pianos, twelve
hands)
;
and lastly Semiramide (eight pianos, thirty-two
hands). Piano and Cabinet Organ „—I Dreamt I
Dwelt in Marble Halls, by Bowman ; Schubert’s Serenade,
Battmann
;
Faust, by Ketterer ; and Durand Nocturne,
Op. 9, Chopin ; Miserere, from Trovatore ; Les Veilleurs
de Nuit, by Wely ; Meditation, by Gounod. Theodore
Thomas has arranged a large number of suitable pieces,
which are published by Mason & Hamlin, Boston. The
list we have not now convenient.
Ques.—Please give me the name of the best musical
dictionary, also the means of obtaining information in
regard to the lives and works of composers of the early
period, Bach, Haydn, etc.—E. L.
Ans.—Stainer & Barrett’s Dictionary of Musical
Terms is the most comprehensive work of the kind. Bio-
graphical skeigeheb of eminent composers, arranged in
chronological order from 1510 to 1871, by Urbino.
Ques.—Will you please give me in The Etude the
metronome time for the following pieces : Caeoueha
Caprice, by Raff, Op. 79 ; Momens Musicaux, by
Schubert?. Op. 94, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. By so doing you
will confer a great' favor,—D. M.
Ans.—
C
achoucha, by Raff, ^ — 116.
Momens Musicaux, No. 1,
“ “2 | = 72.
“ 3,’
1
= 126.
4, I = 104.
m
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A. Pittsburg contemporary relates the following amus-
ing incident, which illustrates- the fact -that lo¥$- for
Wagnerian music is not so much an acquired taste as is
generally supposed
; . .
“ At a musical
e
recently given in Allegheny City, the
non-arrival of several of the musical participants placed
those who had made their appearance in » rather embar-
rassing situation
;
but being fond of a practical joke,
three of them determined to play on their respective
instruments—each a different tune ! They announced
this music conglomeration as a selection from one of
Wagner’s masterpieces. Few of the delighted auditors
hesitated to express their thorough appreciation 6f it, and,
it is said, fairly melted with admiration.”
Rafeal Joseffy, the pianist, who is known
_
almost
everywhere, was in a small Ohio town during the last
year. One evenimg, after tea he strolled idly into the
parlor of his hotel, and sitting down before the piano,
began running over the scale. Half a dozen, young ladies
and gentlemen dropped in to listen, and finally one of
them asked if he could play them a waltz. .Joseffy
thought he would try, and so he played while they
danced.
“That was first-rate,” said one of the young ladies
when he finished playing g now can’t you play us another
waltz?”
He was willing, and he played and played until at last
the dancers stopped for mere weariness,
“We’re ever so much obliged,” said the young ladies
as the musician rose to go, “you played real nice.. You
must have taken lessons,” and she graciously smiled as
she thus unconsciously patronized him.
When he had gone they went to the hotel clerk and
asked who had played for them.
“ That was Joseffy.”
Then there was a great silence.
Liszt denies the report that he is becoming feeble. All
the same, his housekeeper avers that he has not broken
a piano string for a week.
CLIMAXES
The other day a household was made proud and happy
by the introduction of a cabinet organ. The mother
could play a little, and there was a “ popular collection
of music” included in the purchase, she lost no time in
getting every note and stop into practice. The organ
groaned and wheezed and complained with the. most as-
tonishing of music night and day, day and night for a
week. Then one morning there was a knock at the door,
and a little girl from the next house shrilly .asked :
“ Please, marm. mother wants to know if you won’t
lend her your music book ?”
This was a surprising request, inasmuch as the woman
next door was known to be organless. After gasping
once or twice, the amateur organist asked ?
1
* What does she want of it?”
The child hadn’t been loaded for this question, so she
straightforwardly replied
:
“I don’t know, I’m sure, only I heard mother tell
father that if she had hold of the book for a day or two
mebbe somebody could get a rest.”
The woman softly shut the door in the little girl’s, face
and went and carefully locked the cabinet organ with a
brass key.
No, “ Matron,” -no ; Patti has no babies.
.
The family
can’t’afford ’em. When they realize that it would cost
the youngster in the crib $2000 every time he wanted
his mother to sing him to sleep, cash up at the door or
no concert, they decided that no baby could stand it un-
less he mortgaged the nursery.
In a recent notice of a church concert a misprint caused
the account to read, the opening him was rendered by a
mule chorus. m
Habk ! It’s -coming ! The President’s Inauguration
March, three ‘hundred thousand strong! Forte, fortis-
simo, marcato, animate, impetuoso, furioso, tremendi,
do, dum, do, fiszet, boom ! Thirty-five cents each, one-
third off to teachers.
—
Boston Globe .
advise, choose pure, solid technic like Tausig’s Daily
Studies, Mason’s Technics, etc., rather than etudes. A
graded course of such, exercises we have given ra these
columns, and if desirable we will revise that course.
Quks.-—Our music class has had quite a controversy
about the word aye in the couplet
“ In the holy land of heaven
We for aye shall meet and rest.”
I was taught to pronounce it as if spelled eye in singing,
but not in reading. As I have a large class and some
of them older than myself I am anxious to lave all
things right.—T.
Ans.—
T
he authorities we have consulted give the
pronunciation “eye” when it means yes, and. aye”
when it means forever.
Ques.—Please answer the following through Tb®
Etude. Has any decision been reachM which clefs to
use in writing for the violincello.—E.
Ass.—Clefs should represent absolute pitch, and any
use of them that subverts this end must be condemned.
The proper use of the G Clef in violincello writing is
after the tenor clef. If used immediately after the bass
writings to this you will not go astray.
THE BROTHERHOOD TECHN1COM
An Apparatus for Acquiring Technic of the Piano-for
Tills Invention is destined to Revolutionize the existinf
Method of Developing Piano Technic.
It is pronounced by all the Leading Musicians as the most perfect Appliance
This Course, now current in The. Etude,
is far enough completed to be of service as a
text-book on Harmony. The pages are put
up in a neat pamphlet, and are nowon sale.
Address
1004 Walnut Street, FhilaEs@©if Box mm,
A SYSTEM OF
PIANO-FORTE TECHNIQUE
By JAMES H. HOWE.
Price in Paper (Stitched) Cover, $2.50, In Cloth (Limp), $3.00.
The Course includes a complete set of Scales, Double-Thirds and. Sixths, Arpeggios, Octaves, etc
Being a compilation from th® works of Plaidy, dementi, EuUak, Tausig, ]
Chopin, Von Buelow, Wieck, and others.
LIBERAL DEDUCTION MADE TO TEACHERS.
Send for terms to the Publisher
lORE PRESSER,
1004 WALNUT STREET, PHILA./PA.
aTHE ETUDE,
1. To deepen your interest in the work of teaching.
2. To farther increase your pupils’ interest in the study
of the Piano.
3. To acquaint you with the development of modem
Piano-forte playing.
4. To give hints, suggestions, and illustrations that
may be of value in teaching.
5. To provide yon with valuable Piano Studies for
teaching purposes.
:
6. To give you the current events in the Musical world.
7. To answer for you, through its columns, any question
A monthly Publication
Devoted to General Musical Litcrature,
Current News, Criticisms, Corres-
pondence, Etc.,
Each number contains new and choice music that, if
purchased separate, would cost more than the yearly
subscription.
THE MUSICAL RECORD has been before the musical
public under the title of DWIGHT’S JOURNAL OF
MUSIC, thus making it the oldest musical journal in
the United States. With the array ofaWe contributors,
and the efficient editorial corps, THE MUSICAL RE-
CORD stands in the front rank among musical journals
in this country.
Saljacription, $1.00 a Tear. Sample Copy Free,
11/(1 I1, T every lady wants is our ^ MANUAL
YY H M I OF NEEDLEWORK.” It plainly
teaches them.to do Kensington, Arra-
sene, and other embroidery, and gives diagrams of the
various stitches. It also has chapters on Knitting, Cro-
cheting, Tattin, Honiton, Point Macrame Lace Making,
Rug Making, etc., with instructions -for making many
articles for home adornment. 100 pages fully illustrated.
Price, postpaid, 85 cts. Agents wanted. Pattern Pah.
Co., 38 W. 14th St., N. Y.
• GBEEUVILLE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
.
_
GREENVILLE, 3. 8.
!
o
This building is located on College. St., in a very pleasant part of
the city, is three stories high, and contains twenty-two rooms. The
outer walls of this building are built with a view to prevent the
j
dampness from without penetrating to the interior. To secure this
a hollow space intervenes between the outer and inner walls. Every
precaution in affording exits in case of tire has been taken. A second
staircase leads outward in the rear. As this house was built with
the intention to make it healthful and comfortable, no pains were
spared in adding many of the modern improvements. In the hall of
the basement there will be a steam furnace, which will keep the air
of the whole building* of an even temperature. Bathing-rooms,
water running through pipes, gas, etc., will be found in the bouse.
Thorough instruction in all branches of the soience of Music will
be taugbt. The method used in this School is simplified and well
graded. Pupils, are taught Reading and writing of Music, which
will enable them to play music at first sight. The seven olefs are
X included in the Reading Lessons for Transposition. Intervals are
written in columns and are then recited. Major and Minor Seales,
' all the different chords which give a knowledge of Thorough Bask,
and also prepare the pupil for Samuel’s work on Practised Harmony,
-
-
- Certificates of Proficiency and Diplomas will be granted.
The sessions of the Conservatory begin with those of the College.
The Fall term begins the second Wednesday in September, and
continues twenty weeks.
The Spring term begins on the 1st of February, and continues the
•same ntiftiber of weeks.
Special pupils will be received for the month of July. For College
teierite the rates are the same as those published in the catalogues
A the Greenville Female College. Pupils not connected with the
Holiege can take special courses at special rates.
Number of pupils, between 70 and 80.
For further information, apply to
M. G.
ANN ARBOR SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
ESTABLISHED IN CONNECTION WITH THE
University of Michigan and Ann Arbor High-School.
OBJECTS.—1, To combine Musical and Literary Studies as abroad
basis for Advanced Study in the University; 2, To use the Science
and Art of Music as a means for Intellectual, Aesthetic, sad
Mora! Culture; 3, To furnish instruction in all branches of
Music to Professional and Amateur Students; 4, To Educate
Teachers.
Send for announcements to
CALVIN B. CADY, Director,
ANN ARBOR, MICH.
FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
OF THE PIANOFORTE.
Subscription^
.
One ’ Dollar
mud Twenty-five Cents, -
Specimen Copy Sent, Postage Free, for 10 'Cts.
Premium List on Application.
mimi
Fort Scott, Kansas,
d. id© Forest bryakt, mrector.
Superior advantages offered to students in Plano, Organ.
Voice, Harmony, Orchestral and Band Instruments.
Special preparatory department for Teanlmis.
Classes In German, French, Literature and Mnthpnint.lv*.
Terms for instruction, any instrument, ten weeks,-flO.fti.
Instrumental pupils receive full instruction in Ifeimony
aad Voice, and all recitals, lectures and examinations free.
4®“8end for circulars.
.
*F!TT,T?.-rr!T?- A
EUREKA, ILLINOIS.
Full conservatory course in Piano. Violin, Pipe Organ.
Voice training and Harmony. Aside from the regular puuU'r
recitals and quarterly conservatory concerts, pupils have the
advantage of the Artists concerts, given eat>h-session by
leading renowned artists. Good Boarding j'dcVitios, Good
Piano, fine Concert Halls, and sui*ki:ioh instruction.
.Three Gold Medals awarded annually. Send for catalogue
and particulars, to JOHN W. METCALFE, Director,
Eureka, Illinois.
THE HEAVE
Piano—-Solo and Orchestral. * Voice Culture. Fume.
Slide Trombone, Cornet, and all of its >al\© Correlative®
for artistic, indoor, use.
Theory, Harmony, Practical Composition and Inst Fomen-
tation, all taught—in' every point covered by the term—
THOROUGHLY.
W. H. NEAVE, Principal.
Address the Publisher
,
Philadelphiit, P
ADVERTISERS
Can learntheexactcostof
any proposed line ofA.d*
Containing every issue of the Journal since Its estab-
lishment, October, 1883, together with a sketch of the life
of theEditor, elegant Frontispiece, and Table of Contents. s oy aaaressm
GBAUD, SQUARE, M UPRISE!
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Adyice to Mothers.—
-Are you disturbed at matt and
broken of your rest by a sick child suffering and crying
with pstn of cutting teeth ? If so, sand at once and get a
bottle^ of Mrs. Winslow's Soothing- Syrup for Children,
Teething. Its value i, incalculable' It will relieve tho
poor little sufferer immediately. Depend upon it, - mothers,
tier# I* no" mistake stout it. It cures dysentery and diar«
rhtxa, regulates the stomach and bowels, cures wind colic,"
softens the gums, reduces inflammation, and gives tone and
energy to the whole system. Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Synip for Children' Teething Is pleasant to.the taste* andi*
lb® prescription of one of the oldest and best female nurses
and physicians in the United States, and is for sale by all
fatggistB throughout the world.' ’ Price 25c.a bottle.
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SONG GREETING
By I,. O. EMERSON.
PRICE, 60 CENTS. PER DOZEN. $fi.
This book, just published, is In many respects an advance on any
previous one in the abundance, general high character, and nioe
adaptation of its contents.
Not a great deal of space is devoted to elementary instruction,
which belongs proparly to the lower schools; but there arc many
good Vocal Ir x«rcises and Solfeggios, and there are valuable
direction* for the cultivation of the voice:
Song es-®«ti»g is intended for High. Schools. A®*4®«
miet, Mmsioal and other Seminaries, and Call®*®*.
The music is of a high character, but not too difficult. There are
84 piece* of fair length, and 180 large octavo pages, making ft book
convenient to handle, and every way acceptable.
Send 80 cents for a specimen copy, which will be mailed, post free.
PRIMARY SCHOOLS
AND KINDERGARTENS
With. 25 Appropriate and Pretty Pictures.
One of the most charming singing books for little lingers that has
ever appeared, and will be eagerly welcomed by teachers.
The beat writers of child’s poetry have been called upon. Kate
Greenaway has a word to gay about “The Princess,” “The Mies,”
“Three Little Maidens,” “Somewhere Town,” and ‘ 1 Pretty Patty.”
To liucy L-rrcom weowe “Fawn-tooted Nannie,’' the “Swing Song,”
“Run, Rivulet,” and “Sunbeam.’’
Uther well known writers are heard from as George MscHonald
Tennyson, Lord Houghton, and others, not forgetting Mother Goose;
and the lady editor# do as well as the rest.
Music is simple and beautiful. <J2 Song*.
JPfI€®5 8# cts., ©r $8,## per doz.
Specimen Copies “mailed fa-r 30 cts.
CHILDBEN’S SONGS,
AJSXt HOW TO SING THEM
For Cosshos Schools. Endorsed by Christine Nilsson, Thee,
Thomas, and others. Any school music-teacher will be at once cap-
tivated by the charming, genial character of the songs, which arc
84 in number.
By war. L. T0MMIS.
1004 WALNUT STREET.
MUSIC TEACHERS’ BUREAU BOW’S COLLECTION
OF EESP01SES AID SENTENCES FOB CHDRCH
SERVICE.
By $SOWAlI?13 M. DOW.
Just the book needed by every choir that has short anthems or
sentences to sing. A fine collection of T9 such pieces. High if ap-
proved by those who have examined it. Series 89 «mM, $7.99
per desen.
Any book mailed for retail price.
This Department of The Etude provides
Institutions of Learning, Societies, and Pri-
vate Families with Music Teachers, and sup-
plies Teachers with suitable positions.
Blanks for Music Teachers and for those
having vacancies to fill will be so^t an ap-
plication.
Addrm all commmicaiiom to
PERKINS’ EASY ANTHEMS
A sew collection by W. 0. PSMflffS, Mbs. Sm.,
who provides 84 Anthems of good quality, and not diffleuli
$1.00, or $9,OOper do%.
MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS, AND ALL KINDS OF
MUSICAL MERCHANDISE.
|
» who desire to have their orders carefully andpromptly filled will do well to send them to
stock of everything in the Musical Line Is not sur-
y toy other house in the country. Partiesunknown
id desiring to open an account, win save delay and
by sending a remittance on account drgive us sat-
reference* with first order.
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U. Dll SUM & LU.,
C. H. OITSON & CO-, New
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